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INTRODUCTION
The research covered by this grant is aimed at the develop-
ment of practical tools which can extend the state of the art of
moving base flight simulation for research and training. There
are two :wain approaches to this research effort reported on in
this progress summary:
(1) Application of the vestibular model for perception
of orientation based on motion cues: optimum
simulator motion controls
(2) Visual cues in landing.
Very significant progress has been made with respect to the first
goal, including the completion of a Master's thesis on this subject
by Mr. Joshua Borah. Experiments are underway on the second portion
after initial pilot experiments which were performed during this
reporting period.
In addition to the M.S. thesis, we have one paper in press
and another which has been submitted for publication. These papers
are appended to this progress report.
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3APPLICATION OF THE VESTIBULAR MODEL FOR PERCEPTION OF
ORIENTATION BASED ON MOTION CUES: OPTIMUM SIMULATOR
MOTION CONTROLS
Application of the Ormsby Vestibular Model to Motion
Requirements for a Coordinated Turn in the LINK Trainer
Introduction
j	 It is often desirable to simulate the sensations of riding in
`
	
	 or operating some vehicle without using the vehicle itself. Usually
the device used for the simulation is much more tightly constrained
i
than tike actual vehicle. The most important example is probably
that of aircraft simulation. Whether training a pilot, avaluating
handling characteristics of a new aircraft, or -trying out new instru-
ment displays, it is preferable to make initial tests without en--
f
dangering a pilot q.r an aircraft.
Modern aircraft simulators often have multi-degree of freedom
motion capabilities, but compared to an aircraft are severely re-
stricted by position, velocity, and acceleration limits. .A strategy
must be devised for attenuating or "washing out" the vehicle motions
so that they fall within the simulator constraints. The task, then,
is to duplicate or approximate the sensations produced by some motion
history when only a much more limited motion is available.
}
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The motion parameters available to a person for use in sensing
motion are basically specific force and angular acceleration. These
quantities can influence tactile sensors at points of body contact
with the vehicle, proprioceptive sensors when muscles are stretched
or compressed, and'the small inertial, mechanism in the inner ear
known as the vestibular system. In a simulator, it is not possible
to duplicate all the specific force and angular acceleration profiles
attainable by the real aircraft. Often different degrees and com-
binations of these vectors can be generated, sometimes one to the
exclusion of the other. For instance, it maybe possible to dupli-
cate the proper specific force direction only at the expense of
improper angular acceleration and vice versa. A whole range of
*combinations varying between these extremes is usually possible.
It is not always obvious which strategy will do the best job of
making people feel as though they are in the real aircraft.
Very sophisticated washout designs have been developed; espe-
cially since real time digital processing has become feasible:
.Complex networks have been developed for coordinating attitude and
translational, acceleration to obtain the desired specific force
direction without exceeding simulator constraints, The art has
been extended by the use of non-linear adaptive filtering to
present as much of a motion cue as possible.
Although physiological thresholds and sensitive frequencies are
considered and are used in "turfing" these circuits, the basic attempt
is still to minimize error in specific force and angular acceleration
presentation. This has been the logical thing to do because these
,r
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5quantities have been the available, measurable parameters most
closely related to motion perception. The human biological system,
however, is not a perfect- transducer of specific force or angular
acceleration, and often does not-.even.respond to these vectors in
a linear fashion.
A physiological model, providing a reliable estimate of human
perception during a given motion history, may be a very promising
tool for simulation technology. Human perceptions in the simulator
and aircraft could be objectively compared to gauge simulation
fidelity, since it is the match up of overall perception that
actually defines "realism".
This discussion has so far considered only the use of real
motion to produce the feeling of movement. This feeling is also
influenced by movement of the visual field. It seems that the
peripheral visual field is especially important in creating motion
sensations, and can also effect the perception of spatial orien-
tation. Almost everybody has, at one time or another, experienced
the illusion of moving by another train in a railroad car only to
discover themselves at rest and the other train really the one in
motion.	 The same illusion can be created with a field of dots
for example, which move by as though the person is passing through
a tunnel with dotted walls. This phenomenon is called linearvection.
If the dot pattern moves in a circular fashion, as though the person
were rotating inside a cylinder with dotted walls, a powerful
illusion of rotational motion can be induced. This is called cir-
cul.arvection. If the.circularvection is about a horizontal axis,
6it may also induce a feeling of tilt with respect to the vertical.
These effects can be produced with many different visual patterns
and by using only the peripheral portion of the visual field. An
implication for aircraft simulation is that a relatively simple
moving display on the cockpit side windows may help create the
desired sensations of motion.
2	 Analysis of a Coordinated Turn Simulation
In aircraft parlance, "coordinated" flight means that the specific
force vector remains vertical with respect to the cockpit. XMen this
is accomplished, the pilot and passengers feel no side forces, only
a force of varying magnitude pushing--theiri-straight into their seats.
Most pilots, especially airline pilots, always attempt to maintain
coordination since their passengers are most likely to feel comfortable
under these conditions.
We have attempted to simulate a coordinated turn in a three degree
of freedom Link GAT-1 trainer using the Ormsby model of Human Dynamic
Orientation to predict the non-visually induced sensations of a pas-
senger during the maneuver. The model has been adapted to provide
a gauge of simulation fidelity by using a simple, intuitively logical
scheme for assigning penalties to incorrect perceptions. Incorrect
perception is defined as any difference between perception in the
simulator and in the aircraft. This penalty or cost index analysis
is then used to choose a motion profile for the Link that is most
likely the optimal simulation for a particular turn.
i
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For use in the physiological model and experiments, a specific
coordinated turn profile was needed.
	
Most convenient for this work,
is an idealized profile that is as simple as possible while retaining
a
the basic elements that make coordination difficult to simulate. This
is true for two reasons.	 The most compelling is that the only way f	 tl
to get a completely realistic profile is to record aircraft motions
(attitude and accelerations) as a pilot flies the maneuver, and such
material is not readily available.	 The second reason is that no
two pilots will roll in and out of coordinated turns with exactly -.
the sauce profile, and a single pilot will probably never fly the
same profile twice.
	
It can therefore be argued that more generalized
s
conclusions can be drawn by studying the idealized situation.
i
The most important thing to note about a coordinated turn, how-
ever, is that the specific force vector rolls with the cockpit and
3
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increases in length. 	 It may deviate slightly from cockpit vertical
now and again, but to an observer in the craft it does not indicate
cockpit roll angle or roll rate.	 In a three degree of freedom device,
with only pitch, roll, and yaw motion available, it is not possible
to create this situation.
	 Even in a multi-degree-of-freedom simu-
lator, with lateral motion capability, it is not possible-to sus-
tain a roll angle very long without allowing the specific force 7
to realign with earth vertical.	 It is this aspect of the turn that
should be emphasized in the idealized version to be analysed with
the physiological model.
,i
8The basic parameters chosen for the idealized turn are a 30
degree hank, 85 knot, constant altitude-coordinated turn, main-
taining airspeed during roll-in and roll--out. This will yield a
turn rate of about 7 degrees per second, considerably faster than
the standard 3 degree per second turn, It is, however, by no means
unreasonable and the steep bank angle will emphasize the effects
of coordination. .A typical roll rate in a small plarxe is about
10 dePaes per second. The roll profile used here ?.s shown in
Figure 1 .arid is essentially a constant roll rate during roll in
ar.d out with tenth second ramps leading to and from the constant
value. There is no doubt that a real pilot does not maintain a
constant rate, but probably increases to a maximum and decreases
back to zero in a more or less smooth curve. Without actually
measuring this in a real situation, however, there is no way of
telling whether a typical profile is more closely fait by a square
wave, a trapezoid, a triangle, etc. The profile shown was chosen
as the simplest. The yaw rate profile is also shown in the figure.
Since, the pitch angle change in such a maneuver is very small
and since a one degree change in pitch is belocr the resolution of
the psychophysical estimates obtained for this work, the small
pitch adjustment will be ignored during this simulation.
i
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3	 Ormsby Model of Human anamic Orientation
A model for predicting perceptual responses to motion stimuli
has been developed at the MIT Man-Vehicle Laboratory by Charles
Ormsby. The model is based on the known mechanics of the vesti-
bular organs. It assumes an optimal processing strategy by higher
centers to obtain estimates of attitude and motion and was designed
to be consistent with available neurophysiological and psychophysical
data.	 Since much of this data is derived from experiments which
necessarily include tactile and proprioceptive motion cues, it can
be argued that the model is tuned to account for some-of these cues.
It must be regarded, however, as primarily a vestibular information
and information processing model.
The vestibular system is composed of two types of sensors. The
rotational motion sensor is a set of three roughly orthogonal toroids
or circular canals. The canals are fluid filled and completely
obstructed in one section by a gelatinous mass called the cupula.
Imbedded in the cupula are hair cells which can respond to deforma-
tion in one sensitive direction. When a canal is accelerated about
its axis of symmei-ry, the endolymph fluid lags behind the canal
walls and applies a force to the cupula. The resulting deformation
is transformed to an afferent firing rate and signals a rotational
motion. A set of these organs, called semicircular canals, are
contained in the membranous ducts within bony fluid filled labyrinths
oa either side of the head, behind the auditory portion of the ear. d
I
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The other type of sensor, responsibl.e,for detection of specific
force, is a gelatinous mass containing calcium carbonate crystals
(otoconia) and supported by a. bed or hair cells.(maculae). This
stuctttre is also immersed in a fluid, but since the otoconi.a are
r
denser than the fluid, a chnage in specific force will cause them
to move relative to the labyrinth, thus deforming the supporting ..
hair'_cells. Qs each side of the head, occupying the same labyrinth-
ine structure as the canals, are two such organs: the utricular
and saccular otoliths. The utricular sac actually ssrves as both
the housing for the utricular otolith ar d the base reservoir of the
three canals.
Each canal is excited (afferents increase their firing rate
over resting levels) by angular acceleration in one direction
along its sensitive axis, and is asymmetrically inhibited by
rotation in the opposite direction. Since the two canal sets
behave with opposite polarities, a sort of push--pull system is
created yielding a roughly symmetric combined response. The
utricular macula contains hair cells of all orientations and is
sensitive in all directions parallel to its plane. The saccule
is predominantly sensitive in the direction perpendicular to the
average utricular p.7,.
For modelling purposes, the system is simplified to one cyclopian
s--'stem consisting of three canal and three otolith organs.
	
All
organs are modelled as responding symmetrically along their sen-
sitive axes which are shown in the next two figures. These axes
•	 r
Will be referred to as otolith and canal sensor coordinates. The
3
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Canal coordinates = (xc, yc, zG)
Otolith coordinates 	 (xo, yo, zo)
Figure 2	 Cyclopian sensor coordinates
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Sensitivity Same as
RS Right Supe for ' Canal
LS Left Superior Canal
LU Left Horizontal Cana.
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lgulc 3	 Sensitivity of cyclopean canal system
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response of each canal along its sensitive axis is modelled as
a highly overdamped torsion pendulum, with an added rate sensi-
tivity and adaptation term presumably due to afferent processing.
i
Although actually an angular acceleration sensor, the excess
i
damping quality causes a response that is proportional to angular a
velocity for high frequencies. Indeed, the system seems to inter-
pret canal responses as angular velocity. The model assumes, for 	
3
Y
each canal, the following transfer function for afferent response 	 I
to angular acceleration.
FR (s)
W(s)	 (573)(18s+1)(0.005s+1) (30s+1) (O.Ols+l) 	 i
torsion pendulum adaptation rate
sensitivity
	PRcs(s) = canal afferent firing rate	 ^•
W(s) W angular velocity along sensitive axis	 a
(spontaneous firing rate neglected)
The otoliths are modelled as linear accelerometers with an added
rate sensitivity term clue either to mechanical properties or pos-
sibly afferent processing. The afferent dynamic response to speci
fie force is taken as follows:
^ (s)
Sr (s} - (1.8000) (s + 0.2) (s + 200) (s + 0.1)
rate
accelerometer sensitivity
	
FRos (s) = otolith afferent firing rate 	
I
ST(s) = specific force along sensitive axis
.d
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Inputs to the Ormsby model are time histories of specific force
and angular velocity vectors given in head coordinates (SFhd (t) and
Whd (M . The first step in implementing the model is the transform-
ation of these inputs to sensor coordinate axes. It is then assumed
i
that these afferent responses are the signals available to the human
nervous system processing mechanism. From this point on the model
becomes very phenomenological since we do not yet approach a capability
to deduce central processing algorithms from central nervous system
wiring. It is assumed that central processors do something akin to
a least mean squares error optimization to estimate specific force
and angular velocity inputs based on afferent output. If the system 	 i
.
has no a priori information about input besides an expected magnitude
range and frequency bandwidth (mathemat ic-ally described as a Markov
process), and also expects a certain amount of measurement noise,
the least mean squared error estimator is a Kalman filter. If input
and measurement noise statistics are time invariant, this reduces to
a steady state Kalman (or Wiener) filter.- It is a steady state
Kalman filter that is "IMP lemented by the model and tuned to yield
SF
	
w estimates to f it available data (the hat above the two
terms signifies that they are perceptual estimates and the subscripts
identify them as otolith and canal estimates respectively).
In th case of the canals, the filter is "tuned" so that estimates
n
of Wcs are essentially the same as afferent responses. This reflects
available perceptual and neurophysiological data, and suggests that
1
little central processing is required. The,otolitb filters, however,
	
i
l7
have a more dramatic effect on specific force estimates in order to
fit perceptual data. This suggests either a significant amount of
central processing or that a term which should be present in the
li
afferent model is being attributed to the higher centers. The 3
basic effect of the otolith Kalman estimator is to low pass filter 	 ! -
the afferent signal with a time constant of about 0.7 seconds. The
i
only difference between utricle and saccule filters is the gain,
i
the saccule gain being half that of the utricle.
At this point, the model has generated estimates of three	 M
specific force components and three angular velocity components.,
The saccule cacuponent is transformed by a nonlinear input--output
function, one way to account for observed attitude perception in-
accuracies, and the resulting estimates are transformed back to
head coordinates. These two vectors (SFhd(t) and Wfid(t)) must now
be combined to yield an overall estimate of attitude, linear accel-
eration and angular acceleration.
The basic premise for the next operation is that the system
will depend most heavily on the otolith. specific force estimate 	 a
for low frequency attitude information, and will look to the canals
to find out about high frequency attitude changes. The following
figure diagrams this logic. Block A computes the rotation rate of	
s]$3
^	 ^	 3SFhd . Block D separates Whd into parts agreeing with (1) (called
n	 /v •
) and parts contradicting W5F (called W). All other operations	 F-LIIC
are clear from the diagram. The output of this system is called
n
DOIM and is a vector of lenght 1 g, in the direction of perceived
A
vertical. The D014N vector is the models prediction of attitude
perception. Linear acceleration perception is assumed to be
- n
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Perception of angular velocity parallel to DOWN is simply the
component of the canal estimate parallel to DOWN. Angular velocity
,.	 • A
perpendicular to DOWN is the derivative of DOWN (D) plus the high
A
pass portion of any canal signal both perpendicular to DOWN and
not present it D. This is diagrammed in the figure 5, while the
falldwi.ng. fi8ure :(6) schematically summarizes the entire model.
It should be pointed out that the preceding description applies
only to the model as used in this analysis. It should also be noted
that the inputs SF and W must act on the body as a whole and derive
from an outside source. Voluntary head movements are likely to
involve corollary discharge of one sort or another, possibly to
vestibular organs themselves, and certainly to central processors
telling them what to expect. This constitutes a different situation.
The model is used in the form of a digital Fortran IV program.
In the version used here, afferent responses are updated every 0.1
seconds and Kalman filter estimates are updated every second.
4	 Model Predictions for the Coordinated Turn
In order to apply the Ormsby model to the coordinated turn, let
us assume that the aircraft roll axis passes directly through the
origin of the occupant's h d xis	 . Also assume that the1 	 ea a
	
system	 a  
	
L
vehicle and head axes always remain parallel. The first and most
obvious observation is that the canal and o.tolith responses will be
contradictory. Since specific force remains in the same direction
with respect to the subject, otoliths indicate no change in roll
1
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attitude. Canals, on the other hand; are sensitive to the angular
velocity produced by roll--in. booking at figure 4, it can easily
be seen that the only non-zero signal travels the upper loop through
blocks D, E, and F.
A quick idea of what to expect can be obtained by reducing the
model to blocks E, F, and G )f figure 4. This is shown in figure 7.
Blocks H and I are dropped since they will only come into play if
integration errors accumulate. Over the three seconds of roll-in,
the equation for afferent response to angular acceleration will
yield a response that is roughly proportional to the input. Figure
7, then, leads us to expect a roll attitude perception that looks
very much like the roll. rate stimulus profile.
Although the specific force vector has not been rotated, it
has elongated and therefore brings into play the saccule non-
linearity mentioned before. The expected result is an "elevator
illusion" of being tilted backwards. Figure 8 shows the actual
prediction of the computer model for the roll and pitch attitude
perception during the roll-in phase of the idealized coordinated
turn.
Now we must consider the perception of angular rate. If '[ b in
figure 5 is 0, it can be seen that roll rate perception is just the
derivative of roll attitude. If, on the other hand, TL is large,
figure 5 says the system will "trust" the canals and will perceive
a roll rate that more nearly follovs the roll velocity stimulus.
Note that this roll rate perception will be inconsistent with the
roll attitude perception shown in figure 8. They hypothetical person
Z3
E
G
s
	s 	 1	 roll
Wxhd	 TEs+I
	
1	 s	 P- attitude
perception
Further reduces to:
	
1	 roll attitude perception (car}
^xlid	 TE 1
(iE	0.25 seconds)
Figure 7	 DOWN estimator reduced to approximate roll attitude during
coordinated turn. Block G has been simplified to keep track
of	 instead of rotating the DOWN vector. Block E is unity
because there is only one component W
	 which in this case
iSA approximatelyperpendicular to
	 cxhd
DOWN.
P
^dd
f
a^
+^.	 + 	
^-t(Sec)0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
Figure 8	 Model predictions for roll and pitch perception during initiation o£ the idealized
coordinated turn.
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feels a roll rate that is larger-than the derivative of his attitude
estimate. Contradictory sensations of a similar nature are well
documented for other situations. There is a whole range of possible
responses between the two examples given depending on the value of
TE , and the proper value of TL is not at all clear. Orm..!^y made
a claim for a value between 0 and 5 seconds. Figure 9 shows the
model predictions for angular rate perceptions during roll in using
both TL = 0 and T  = 5 seconds.
It should be assumed that figures 8 and 9 represent a naive
subject. A pilot has prior knowledge of the maneuver, having
initiated it, and has usually experienced the profile many times
before. It is possible that his innate feelings are the same as
those of a naive passenger, but are interpreted differently. It is
also conceivable that mental set causes the pilot to experience
sensations that are actually different from those of a naive person.
For example, the pilot may turn up his T  value (in figure 4) having
learner' that canal estimates are all he has to go on. If T  is large,
a person will "trusts' his canals and in this case will not be far
wrong in estimating roll angle during roll-in. As the turn continues
at constant bank angle, blocks H and I of figure 4, which must now
be considered, will cause attitude perception to gradually realign
with SF. The human nervous system is amaz=ngly plastic and the above
is one of many possible conjectures that can only be verified experi-
mentally. Such an experiment is beyond the scope of our present
research. Finally, remember that figures & and 9 represent
non-visually induced sensations.
_
pitch rate per-X-_....-)<- _-_-X ception assuming
TL=5.
pitch rate per-
ception assuming
TL = 0
roll rate per-
ception assuming
T L = 5^^' ---0
 roll rate per-
ception assuming
-6
0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	
t
Figure 9	 Model yredictions for roll and pitch perception during initiation of the idealized
coordinated turn. The idealized turn profile is shown in figure 1
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Although several cautions and uncertainties have been mentioned,
it is highly likely that the gross predictions of the model are
correct. During a coordinated turn, people will feel only a small
.change in roll attitude compared to their true roll, a roll rate
that may be somewhat more pronounced, and a slight pitch back as
specific force increases.
5	 Simulation Fidelity Analysis
If we assume that the Ormsby model is giving a meaningful estimato
of human perceptions, it should be useful in gauging the effectiveness
of a given simulation. It makes sense to look at some function of the
difference, at each sampling instant, between model outputs for the
real motion and the simulator motion. These outputs are DOWN (atti-
tude perception vector), 4d (angular velocity perception vector),
and an acceleration perception vector (A) equal to DOWN - SF. The
function shought should be dimensionless and should be proportional
to the cost in "realism" of any perceptual error. There is currently
no data available to indicate the quantitative loss in realism ascribed
by humans to a given difference in perceptions.
It seems logical, therefore, to pick as a cost index the simplest
function that makes intuitive sense. When sensations are clearly supra-
threshold, the most likely candidate is just percent error, the ratio
of perceptual error to the correct quantity. The computer model in
the form being used here does not account for perceptual thresholds,
and when sensations are in the subthreshold region, the intuitive
sense of the above ratio scheme breaks down. It does not seem very
i
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reasonable to assess a heavy penalty to an error when all quantities
are prdbably below threshold. When the, model indications for "correct"
perceptions are subthreshold, it seems more reasonable to assess a
large penalty for errors that are large compared-to the threshold
value. Costs for each of the model outputs have been computed as
follows:
Aw(t)	 1 wW wsv(t)1
	
"	
I "
	 ^
AA(t) - IAav (t) - ASV (t) 1.
"
Ay(t) W angle between DOWN avand D^OWNsv
Subscripts: sv - simulator vehicle; av - aircraft vehicle
^
"Aw(t)	 for	 1w (01 > w1 w (t) I 	 °av	 thr
	
C (t) _	 - -av
Aw(t)^	 "
	
for	 .I W av (to I < w thrI	 ^
wthr.
"	 3
AA(t)	 for	
I av I > AthrA (t)
	
CA(t) =	 av
AA(t)
	
for	
JAav1 < Athr
Athr
^
Ay(t)
	 ^	 "
lY (W	
for	
iyav ^ > Ythr
	
Cy (t) -	 av
A (t)	 "
Y	
for	
IYavl < Ythr
thr
Subscript:	 thr	 = perceptual. threshold
F
3y
E
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The individual cost indices (C W(0, CA (t), and CY(t)) are simply
weighted and summed to form an overall index.
J(t) = CW(t) + CA (t) + Cy (t)
No attempt was made hereto mathematically minimize J. It is
presented.only as a simple index for comparing given simulations
and, of course, can be used to pick the choice with the lowest
index from among several possibilities.
For the case of the Link simulation, it is fairly easy to see
what will happen once several things are realized. In the Link,
which is capable only of pitch, roll and yaw motion, specific
force will always line up with gravity except during transient
roll and pitch accelerations (the occupant's head is above the
roll and pitch axes). This is the situation that the vestibular
system has evolved to handle and will not produce serious disagree-
ment between the canals and otoliths. The only possible exception
may occur if a person is subjected to large, sustained yaw rates
creating the possiblitiy of Coriolis illusions, or sustained "bar-
becue spit" type motions causing the otoliths to signal a rotating
specific force vector long after canal signals have attenuated to
zero. Barbeque spit motion is not possible in the Link (pitch and
roll are restricted to less than 20 degrees in either direction)
and yaw will be too slow during the turn maneuver to create Coriolis
problems. Therefore, we expect the Ormsby model to predict roughly
accurate perceptions of roll and pitch attitude and angular rates.
30
The next thing to notice is that absolutely nothing can be done
towards creating the model's linear acceleration perception which is
in the zhd direction and quite small anyway. This leaves us with the
problem of minimizing the last two terms of J, Let us first consider
only roll motion and momentarily neglect pitch and the component of
W parallel to DOWN. If we do this the , equation for J is reduced to
only roll considerations
r
d t _ .%v"_ %V + 
Pay pav
Y 
pav
	
pav
/^	 h
roll perception; p HE roll rate perception
- The first term can be zeroed approximately by following the figure
8 
pav 
profile with the Link trainer.
Remember that in the Link trainer as opposed to the aircraft,
roll rate sensation will be the derivative of roll attitude sensation
regardless of TL.
..	 d%V(t)
^ sv(t)
dt
If TL = 0, this equation holds for the aircraft also, and both terms
in the equation for V have been zeroed. Both p
sv	 av
and p will follow
n
the open circles in figure 9. If TL = 5 seconds, pav is represented
n
by the solid circles in figure 9 while p
sv 
follows the open circles.
n	 ^
Since
sv 
is the integral of sv , it can easily be seen that with
^^
/^Y 
= 1 any change in simulator motion decreasing the second term
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C
of this equation will quickly be overbalanced by an increase in the
first. Unless R./S is much greater than 1, V is minimized for this
case by remaining faithful to roll attitude perception. There is no
reason to believe that angular rate perception should be weighted more
heavily than attitude perception. Although this is all somewhat hypo-
thetical, the conclusion is that the most likely candidate for
"optimal simulation" will recreate roll attitude perception.
If we now consider pitch motion, the same argument will lead to
the conclusion that pitch attitude perception should be duplicated
at the expense, if necessary, of pitch rate perception. A good first
try at duplicating pitch attitude perception is to follow, with Link
motion, the figure 8 pitch curve to its maximum, sustain that value
through the constant phase of the turn, then pitch-out with a mirror
image of pitch-in.
We have so far considered everything except angular rate perception
about zhd . This can be closely duplicated by adjusting Link yaw velo-
city to produce a zhd component equal to that in the aircraft. 	 In
other words, this should satisfy
a
3
l
r cos y = r cos y
sv	 sv	 av	 uv
cos
r =
	
yav
r 
sv	 av
cos y
sv
ysv total angle between simulator zv axis and vertical
y av = total angle between aircraft zv axis and vertical
a{
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Figure 10 shows a coordinated turn simulation profile for the
Link trainer based on the above arguments. Model predictions for
motion perception during these profile ar.e shown in figures 11 and
•12. Model predictions for the aircraft turn (assuming TL = 5) are 	
.t-
superimposed. According to the model, proper attitude perception
has been virtually duplicated although there has been some expense
to-pitch and roll angular rate perception as anticipated.. Figure
13 shows the results of cost index calculations for the simulation
of figure 10. Weighting factors have been taker, as 1, and TL has	 i
9
been taken as 5 seconds. Figure 14 shows the case of zero TL.
When flown with its own "factory" logic, the Li "k GAT-1 trainer
employs a proportional roll and over a certain range, maintains
roughly 1/6 of the imaginary aircraft roll angle. When a motion
history based an this logic is input to the fidelity index program,
the results are as shoran in figure 15.
G	 Use of Circularvection Bisplay
The modified Link trainer is outfitted with a visual display
system capable of projecting moving horizontal stripes on the
translucent cockpit side windows. When TL is greater than zero,
the model predicts an angular roll vclocz"--y sensation, during
coordinated turn roll-in and roll--out, that simply cannot be gep--
erated by Link trainer motion without producing a grossly incorrect
	 I
attitude perception. Perhaps, this "missing" velocity sensation
or some part of it, could be produced visually.°
,I
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Figure 10	 A coordinated turn simulation profile for the Link trainer
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The Link stripes can be made to move up on one window and down
on the other producing an optokinetic roll display. It has been
shoran that this display can produce the paradoxical illusion of
constant roll velocity and a constant tilt with respect to the
vertical.. When the tilt illusion (using the same Link trainer and
a similar visual display) was measured in previous work, it was
found that subjects instructed to maintain an upright orientation
tilted themselves an average of $.5 degrees in the direction of
stripe motion. Stripe speed was varied between 14 and 26 degrees
per second and'tilt reached steady state after. an average of 17
seconds, Onset time fir the constant roll velocity sensation was
•	 not measured.
For the coordinated turn simulation under discussion, the most
. 	 a
logical display strategy is a stripe roll velocity profile that is
proportional to the roll velocity profile of the actual turn (see
figure 1). This may enhance the roll velocity sensation produced
by onset of Link roll thereby bringing the roll rate perception
closer to that of figure 9 (for T  = 5). Previous work suggests
that attitude perception will possibly be affected; however the true 	 . 3
attitude profile can always be appropriately adjusted. The most
serious problem here is that of onset time. Oircularvection takes
anywhere from 3 to 10 seconds to onset, and the roll into the
idealized coordinated turn takes only 3 seconds.
J
J
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7	 Experimental procedures
Three different typeu of experiments were run to test this theory.
These are briefly described below:
Experiment 1:, 	 Roll rate calibration f
This experiment was designed to obtain subjective magnitude
estimates of angular roll velocity during a standard type of stimulus
in the Iink trainer.	 The standard stimulus was a series of constant j
velocity rolls with a four second pause between each one. 	 There were
no yaw or pitch motions during this experiment, but there were three
different types of visual stimulation. 	 The projected stripes were
either stationary on the cockpit side windows,-rolled (moved up one
side and down the other) ar a constant rate, or rolled at a rate pro-
portional to the roll velocity of the Link trainer. 	 The latter was
+'	 u
achieved by using the roll tachometer feedback as a command signal
I
a
to the film drive.	 There are two possible choices of sign for the-
proportional stripe motion.	 Stripe motion can be opposite that of
the Link (counterrolling stripes) or can be the same as that of the
Link.	 Both strategies were used in this	 experiment.	 Counterrolling
stripes provide a motion cue that is entirely consistent with actual
motion, while stripes galling in the same dir.cction as the Link pro-
vide a cue that is contradictory.
The subjects used a voltmeter display connected to a hand grip
to indicate their perceptions of roll. rate.	 Subjects were familiarized
with this instrument by means of a series of modulus stimuli.	 The
.	
r
modulus was repeated at th., beginning of each run.
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Subjects were given the following set of instructions:
"Use the head rest as a support or 'aid to keep your
head stationary with respect to the cockpit. Keep
your gaze on the meter. The meter needle can be
moved by rolling the hand grip and will maintain a
position proportional to the hand grip roll angle.
When the experiment begins, concentrate on your
sensation of roll rata or veZoeity. You will be
given a motion called the modulus and your maximum
sensation of roZZ rate during this motion should
correspond to 5 on the meter. Subsequent motions
should be rated proportionately; for example, a
roll rate that feels twice as fast as the modulus
should be a 10 on the meter. The modulus will be
administered 8 times initially and then 4 times
before every run. During each run, attempt to
continuously track your roll rate with the meter
needle. The first two runs will be practice. You
will be asked to switch off your earphones at the
start of each run. The experimenter will still be
able to hear you, so if your hand slips or you make
an involuntary indication for some other reason,
simply report the mistake verbally. The green sig-
nal light will indicate that the run is over and
you may stop tracking and turn on your head set.
Remember to concentrate on your innate feeling of
roll velocity and do not attempt to outguess the
experiment. Indicate any roll rate sensation you
feel even if you can logically deduce that the
feeling is illusory."
Feedback from the Link roil and pitch position potentiometers,
Link roll and yaw tachometers, stripe speed tachometer, and the hand
grip roll position potentiometer (indicating meter needle position)
were recorded on digital tape. All outputs except pitch po5i'ix-,n
and yaw rate were also recorded on the four channel strip chart.
_	 #	 l
1
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Experiment 2: Roll rate estimation during turn simulation
Experiment 2 was an attempt to obtain roll rate magnitude
estimates during the three possible coordinated turn profiles. One
profile is that developed'in the previous section and will be referred
to as SIMI. Another simply multiplies the SIMI profile by a factor of
2 and will be called SIM2. The third profile, SIM3, is the proportional
roll strategy that would be followed if the Link were using its own
analog logic cards to simulate the motion history of figure 1. The
SIMI and STM2 motion profiles were combind with stationary stripes (SS),
stripes following the aircraft profile of figure 1 (SAI), stripes fol-
lowing the aircraft profile of figure 1 times a factor of 4 (SA4).
The modulus routines were administered twice before each session
and once before every experimental run. Instructions to the subject
were the same as those given in experiment 1.
Experiment 3: Vertical tracking task
Experiment 3 was designed to obtain subjective estimates of
spatial orientation during coordinated turn simulations and during
standardized pitch and roll stimuli. The simulation profiles used
were the same as those used in Experiment 2 except that only the SS
and SA4 stripe motions were used. The standardized pitch and roll
stimuli were taken from the calibration routines and presented one
third administered on the roll axis alone, one third on the pitch
axis alone, and one third on the pitch and roll axes simultaneously.
R.ITROPUMT— PY OF THE
.c: Z16_1;:Af, '_!1 ;=J 13 POOR
^. s
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The hand grip indicator was outfitted with a pointer and the
face of the meter was covered. The-subjects were given the following
instructions:
"Use the head rest as a support or guide to keep your
head stationary in the cockpit -. Keep your gaze near
the top of the pointer. During each run, keep the
pointer alignied with what you perceive as the vertical
with respect to the room. Yon will ')e asked to switch
off your earphones at the start of each run. The
experimenter will still be able to hear you, so if
your hand slips or you make an involuntary indication
for some other reason, simply report the mistake ver-
bally. The green signal light will indi,^ate that the
run is over and you may stop tracking and switch your
earphones on. Remember to concentrate on your per-
ception of vertical and continuously track this
direction with the pointer. Do not try to outguess
the experiment and indicate your feeling of vertical
even if you can logically deduce that it must be
incorrect".
Feedback from the Link roll and pitch potentiometers, the
tachometer, and the handgrip position potentiometers were recorded
on data tape. Hand grip outputs and the two Link position outputs
were also recorded on the four channel strip chart.
Subjects
Four naive subjects (non--pilots) and one pilot went through all
three experiments. Twelve subjects in all participated, but only
these five underwent the entire series of experiments.
Two pilots were asked to rate seven turn simulations on the basis
of realism. The pilots were presented with seven different simulations
consisting of combinations used and order presented as shown in figure	 {
16. It was suggested that they imagine themselves as copilot or a
J
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SUBJECT RUN LINK MOTION
PROFILE
STRIPE	 MOTION
PROFILE
lap 1 SIM2. SS
2 SD11 SAl
3 SIM3 SS
4 SIM2 SA
5 SIM1 SS
6 SIM2 SA1
7 SIM1 SA4
lip 1 SIM1 SS
2 SIM3 SS
3 SIM 2 SA
4 SIM1 SA1
5 SIM1 SA4
6 SIM2 SA1
7 SIM2 SS
Figure 16	 Simulation profiles and order of presentation for
pilot fidelity ratings.
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passenger in a small aircraft, during zero visibility conditions.
The series of seven runs was presented twice. The first time,
the subject was instructed to simply concentrate on his sensations
as compared with those he would expect, in a real aircraft. During
the second presentation which followed the same order as the first,
the subject ryas told to mark his rating for each run on the form
shown in Eigtire 17.
Each line of the form has 10 bins representing incre:-sing
"realism" from left to right. An indication at the far left means
Is
	
at all realistic" while an indication at the far right means
"extremely realistic". Subjects were told to place an x in the
appropriate bin after each run using a new line each time.
The two subjects who participated in this phase of the study
were (1) a single engine, commercial instrument rating pilot with
500 hours experience; and (2) a pilot with a multiengine rating and
over 1000 hours as an airforce instructor.
8	 Tabulation of Data and Statistical Analysis
Expe-invent 1: Roll rate calibration
Experiment 1 required subjects to track their roll rate sen-
sation during a series of constant velocity rolls plus a low level of
random noise. Between runs subjects were given several 5 0 /sec roll
stimuli (the modulus) and were told that this corresponded to a 5 on
the response scale. During runs, subjects were instructed to use a
i
E	 r
'a
A
4	
^	
i
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Realism
not at all	 highly
realistic
	 re listic
i..•^ __.	 I	 w 1._.
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Figure 17	 Simulation raking form
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meter needle (controlled by a moving hand.grip device) to continuously
indicate their sensations proportional to the modulus. The stripe
display was stationary during some runs (SS), moved at different
constant velocities during other runs (SC), and moved with roll
rates proportional to the Link roll rate during some runs (SP).
Figure 18 shows a typical continuous strip chart recording of
a run from Experiment 1. The first step in data reduction was to
find the peak roll rate stimulus and peak response indication for
each stimulus period. A stimulus period was taken as the time from
the onset of a link roll movement command to the onset of the next
movement command.
	
j
Stimulus and response peaks were computed directly - -rom the
data tape by 4 PDP-8 program. In order to eliminate unwanted spikes,
the computer algorithm defin-s a peak as the maximum value remaining
equal to or less than the signal for longer than 0.2 seconds. The
computer , identifies peak absolute values du : -ig each stimulus period
but outputs the values with their proper signs. Stimulus peaks are
zomputed from the Link tachometer signal, and response peaks from the
hand grip roll potentiometer signal.
If each stimulus response pair is considered a data point, each
subject contributed 31 data points in the stationary stripe category,
7-8 data points for each of the gains used in the proportional stripe
motion category, and 7-8 data points for each value of constant stripe
motion. The latter case must be Lroken down further, since during a
given run, some Link motions were in the same direction as the stripe
motion and some were in the opposite direction. Thus within each
constant stripe motion category, 3-4 data points represent contradictory
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motion cues. The specific numbers vary slightly because two of the
motion profiles have uneven numbers of left and right rolls.
Data points were deleted only when the subject verbally indicated
a slip of the hand or some similar error during the stimulus. There
were only two such data points in all of Experiment 1.
In the stationary stripe category, there was a very strong cor-
relation between stimulus and response points for all subjects. Cor-
relation coefficients range from 0.96 to 0.98. Transformation of oae
or both variables with a log operator results in lower correlation,
and linear regressions in all cases are significant at a = 0.001.
When response is taken its the dependent variable, the model is
RESP = B 0 + B1(STIM)
The estimate computed from the data is
RESP = b 0 + b1(STIM)
where RESP is peak subjective angular rate indication during a stimulus
period, and STIM is peak Link roll rate during the same period.
At a criterion level, a = 0.01, b 1 is not significantly different
from 1.0 for any of the subjects nor is b 0 significantly different
from zero. At the less stringent level of a = 0.1, one subject shows
a significant intercept and two other subjects show slopes significantly
different from 1. The statistic used to test the coefficient b  is
1/2to = (b l -- 1)/(V(b0)) 
i50
to = b0/(V(ba))1/2
The mean value (i- standard deviation) for b 1 across subjects is
0.96 ± 0.056. For b0 , the mean value is 0.21 ± 0.23. Mean variance
of':the , estimate is 1.29 ± 0.44.
A similar regression analysis was performed on the proportional
	 r
stipe motion (SP) runs. During SP runs, stripes move at rates
proportional to Link roll rate with proportionality constants of
1, 2, 4, -1, and -4 (abbreviated SP1, SP2, SP4, -SPI, and -SP4).
The sign of the gain refers to the direction of the visual motion cue
with respect to Link motion. Positive gains indicate stripes pro-
viding a motion cue of the same direction as Link motion, while
negative gains cause cues opposite to true roll direction. SK
implies stripes that remain stationary in inertial space.
Figure 19 shows a typical SP run. Out of a total of 30 such
runs, only 5 show regression slopes that differ significantly from
the SS case for that subject at the a = 0.05 level. Of these 5,
three cases have greater slopes and two have smaller slopes than in
the SS case. Furthermore, there is no discernable pattern relating
slope to proportional stripe gain. This is demonstrated in figure
20.
Since stimuli of both signs (directions) are involved, any
relation between intercept and proportional stripe gain would indi-
cate some sort of visual, directional bias. Figure 20 shows no ob-
vious intercept-gain relation. Figure 20 also contains a plot of
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"variance of the estimate" for each regression, line against
proportional stripe gain. Once again, there is no clear
relation with stripe gain, although six of the individual
points differ significantly from the SS case at the et = 0.05
level.
The above comparisons between proportional and sta-
tionary stripe cases contain the underlying assumption that
SP cases, as well as SS cases, can be modelled by the equation
given before. As mentioned earlier, some residual plots show
a slight tendency f!tr repsonses to have greater imagnitude than
the regression estimates over low stimulus magnitudes. The
same tendency sometimes appears in SP runs, and is, perhaps,
more pronounced. An attempt was made to test for this with-
out having to propose a specific model for GP. The appropriate
technique is to test for differences in mean responsos over
the different conditions at a particular value of the stimulu,:.
Because of the random noise input, there is never more than
one sample at any precise stimulus value, so a small s.imulus
interval must be used instead. An interval of Z deg/sec was
chosen as the smallest value that can be filled with -nuough
samples and the largest value that is still ;Jell 1zelow the
resolution of the response data (standard error 	 the estimate
was typically just over 1.0 on the SS regressions). Even so,
the only way to obtain enough samples is to rectify fhe data 	
I
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and then either pool different SP. gains within subjects or pool
all the subjects. In order to minimize subject-and sign (direc-
tion) effects, response data points for each subject were trans-
formed by the SS case, stimulus dependent regression. When
stimulus is taken as the dependent variable, the regression is
a least squares estimate of the stimulus, given t'c response
valve. By employing this estima t e, each response, for all
stripe motion cases ., can be transformed into the stimulus value
most likely to have produced the response had the stripes been
stationary. The effect of this is to remove any directional
bias; or non-unity gain characteristics of a particular subject.
In other words, the stationary stripe regressions were used
as calibration curves. Figure 21 shows a plot of stimulus
versus transformed response for one subject during SPI, SP2 and
SP4 runs. Note that the SS regression line is represented by
a line of unity slope passing through the origin (the solid line
in the figure). The dotted line forms a 90% confidence interval
taken from the original SS curve. The particular stimulus bin
chosen was the interval from 2 to 3 deg/sec. This interval con-
tains the largest sample density across the population and is
near the region where the phenomenon in question is observed.
The t t.uc statistic is
•	 r
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Figure 21	 STIM versus RESP' for SP1, SP2, and SP4 data points, subject 9.
RESP' is peak, subjective, roll rate estimate trnnsforiwd by the
stationary stripe calibration regressions. The stationary stripe
regressioni line is represented by STIM = RESP'.
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t0
 = (RESPTSP - RESP`SS)/sp(1/nSP + 1/nSS)1/2
where s  is the pooled -iariance, n is sample size and RESP' is
the nean transformed, rectified response. The null hypothesis is
H0:RESP'SP = RESP'SS
The test was tried in two ways. Each subject was tested indi-
vidually by pooling SP1, SP', and SP3. Each of the preceding
stripe motion categories (SPI, SP2, and SP3) was tested indi-
vidually by pooling all subjects. Use of pooled variance implies
that the true variances of the underlying distributions are
equal. A test for difference in variance is insignificant on
all cases at the a = 0.1 level.
Only one subject showed a significant difference, at tre
oc = 0.1 level, between SS and SP stripe motions. When subjects
are pooled, RESP'SP4 is greater than RESP' SS at a significance
level of a = 0.025. SP1 and SP2 categories show longer mean
responses than SS although not significantly so, even at the
a = 0.1 level.
Evaluation of the constant stripe motion (SC) data was
seriously hampered by the small number of available data points
in'each category. figure 22 shows a typical SC run. Regression
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lines, in many instances have no statistical significance,
and those that do pass a statistical test must still be viewed
with an understanding that they depend on only four data points.
The constant stripe motion was always to the right with respect
to the Link cockpit, so Link rolls to the left (negative stimulus
values) provide complementary vestibular and visual cues, while
rolls to the right (positive stimulus values) presented contra-
dictory vestibular cues. The word "complementary" is used to
indicate that visual motion cues are in the same direction as
actual Fink motion, "contradictory" implies the opposite. Posi-
tive and negative (right and left) stimulus values were therefore
worked up as separate regressions. Intercept, slope and variance
of the estimate v,Jues are presented in Figure 23 only for those
regressions showing statistical significance. ('lumbers following
the "SC" abbreviation refer to the constant stripe velocity in
degrees per second.)
The figure does show a tendency towards lower (more nega-
tive) intercept values during "complementary" constant stripe
motion and during 40 deg/sec "contradictory" constant stripe
motion than in the SS case. The magnitudes involved are on the
order of 1 deg/sec which is rather small.. Slopes tend to be
smaller in all three complementary SC categories than in SS.
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Figure 23. Slope intercept and variance for constant velocity (SC)
and stationary stripe (SS) regressions. Peak response is the dependent
variable. "Complementary refers to data points during left Link rolls
consistent in direction with the visual cue. "Contradictory" refers
to right roll data points, contradicted by the visual cue.
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Slopes are smaller than SS in the contradictory 10 deg/sec
and 20 deg/sec stripe categories, but tend-to be larger in
the contradictory 40 deg/sec case. For SC10 and SC2P, ,
differences from SS can be explained by the small non-linear
trend discussed earlier in terms of residual plots. It can
be expected to show up in the SC regressions since each
includes stimulus values on only one side of the origin,
The SC40 data, on the other hand, may show a real response
bias caused by the stripes, especially at low stimulus
values. In order to check this without the linearity
assumptions implied by the regression analysis, the SC
data was transformed and tested under the same procedures
described for the SP data. The only difference was that
individual subjects could not be tested. Only by pooling
subjects are enough data points available. The results
show larger RE,SP' SC than RESP' SS , but differences are
not significant- for either the individual stripe speeds or
when all speeds are pooled.
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Experiment 2: Roll rate estimation during turn simulation
During experiment 2, subjects performed the same roll rate
estimation task as in experiment 1, but the stimulus profiles included
three variations of a coordinated turn simulation in combination with
three different moving stripe profiles. One simulation profile is
the profile found to produce nearly the same model estimate of attitude
perception as the idealized aircraft turn, and is abbreviated SIMI.
	 =^
a
60	 .
SIM2 has a roll profile proportional to SIM 1 but with twice the magni-
tude, and the profile abbreviated SI143 has a roll profile proportional
to aircraft roll (proportionality constant = 1/6).' The three stripe
display conditions are stationary stripes (SS), and stripe roll rates
proportional to true aircraft roll rate (SA). Proportionality constants
of 1 (SAI) and 4 (SA4) were used. Two calibration runs (CAL) with
stripes stationary were ? so administered during the course of each
experiment 2 session.
Figures 24 and 25 show two typical. responses to SIMI. Note that
in the former, the subject has responded to all the stimuli, while in
the latter, there is a response only to the two rolls away from zero
(the first and third roll motions). Figures 26 and 27 show responses
to SIM2 and SIM3 respectively.
The missed responses observed in figure 25 are of interest because
they were not anticipated. For tabulation purposes, a missed response
was defined to be a response to stimulus period 2 or 4 (STIM2 or STIM4)
(STIMI and STIM3 were never "missed") either less than 10% of that sub-
ject's average STIM1 and STIM3 response magnitude or of a sign opposite
to the stimulus. The latter condition usually indicates that the res-
ponse from STIMI did not quite return to zero by the time STIM2 began.
The total miss ratio (number of misses divided by number of possible
responses) over all subjects and stripe profiles is just over 2/3.
i
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Note that if a subject were responding to the visual cue as opposed
to vestibular or tactile cues, tb a Figure 25 response profile would
be expected during SA1 and SA runs.
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Figure 27 Strip Char_ Recording of Roll Rate Magnitude Estimation During STM3, SIM3
is the proportional roll simulation strategy applied to the idealized turn
of section 2.1. Subject 4, session 4, run 2.
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A contingency table was set up for SIM2 and SD14 responses with
two columns, "responded" and "missed"; and three rows, SS, SAl and
SA4. Data for the table was pooled from all subjects. A X2 test
indicates that the null hypothesis of independence between columns
•
	
	 and rows cannot be rejecters. Therefore, altho —b a slightly higher
miss rate was recorded during the moving stripe runs, the optokineticf
stimulus had no statistically significant effect-on the phenomoneon..
During SIM2 runs, misses,of STIM2 and STIM4 were not as frequent
but still occurred. The total miss rate is 1/3 as opposed to 2/3 for
SIMI. A X2 contingency test is significant at the a = 0.1 level,
but not if a more stringent criterion is used. SA stripe profiles
may contribute to missed responses during SIM2 runs; however, the
low significance of the results coupled with the lack of significance
for the same tests in the SEMI'case, suggests that a cautious inter-
pretation is appropriate.
STIM1 and STIM3 response magnitudes show no statistical relation
to the stripe motion profile for either SEMI or SIM2. During SIMI
runs, these responses did tend to be slightly larger than predicted
on the basis of SS calibration runs. The effect is significant at
--- — -
	
	
the" = ff : C)5 I eveo= three of the subjects. The two calibration
runs during the experiment 2 sessions are not significantly different
from those obtained during experiment 1 for any of the subjects.
P
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Experiment 3: Vertical tracking task
Experiment 3 employed both the calibration (UL) and turn
simulation (SIM1, SIM2, and SI143) prof^les, , but the subjective task
was to continuously estimate earth vertical, not roll velocity as in
experiments 1 and 2. Subjects attempted to align a pointer, mounted
on the hand grip indicator with their estimate of earth vertical.
Figure 28 is a typical, strip chart recording made during r. CAL
profile run in experiment- 3. Note that the quantities output on the
chart are slightly different from those shown in experiments 1 and 2.
The first channel still carries the Link roll position, but channel
2 is now scaled to indicate hand grip roll angle instead of meter
divisions. Channels 3 and 4 contain Link and hand grip pitch position,
while the Link roll and film strip tachometer signals are no longer
displayed at all.
-Having to track both a roll and a pitch motion simultaneously
does not seem to hamper accuracy significantly during this experiment,
although it does cause slightly slower responses. There does not seem
to be any trend among subjects regarding differences between pitch and
roll response. Some subjects show a more accurate response to roll
stimuli while others show a more accurate pitch response (lower RMS
percent error). This is a little bit surprising conside-ing that
subjects must rely to some extent on depth perception to gauge the
pitch position of the hand grip pointer. It was, thus, expected that
pitch judgements would be consistently less accurate. Three subjects
tended to overestimate and indicate larger pitch and roll deviations
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	 Typical Strip Chart Record of Two Axis Vertical Tracking Task With
Calibration Profiles on Both Roll and Pitch Axes. The roll Profile is
CAL2 and the pitch profile is CAL3 (see -Eigure 4.1). Subject 4p session 5,
run 16.
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than the true stimu:ii, while one subject tended to overestimate pitch
changes and underestimate roll changes,' and another to underestimate
the change in both roll and pitch angle.
Figures 29 and 30 show two strip. , chart recordings of a SIMI run.
Vigure	 is typical of most subjects in that first and third roll
motions are clearly indicated, while second and fourth barely receive
any indication at-all. The phenomenon is essentially the same as that
discussed before, except that the perception of roll attitude instead
of roll rate is involved.
Pilot rating of simulations
Seven different combinations of simulation motion profiles and
stripe display profiles were presented to two pilots for evaluations as
turn simulations (see Figure 16). Table 1 shows the ratings assigned
each simulation profile by the two pilots. Markings on the rating forms
were scored by assigning numbers 1 through 10 to the bins from left to
right. A "10" indicates that the simulation felt very realistic, while
a "1" indicates that it did not feel at all realistic. Both pilots
preferred the SIM1 profile (the profile shown by the Ormsby model to
closely match the attitude sensations in a real aircraft) over the
other two choices. There is some conflict between the two pilots con-
cerning the stripe profile preferred, and, in fact, neither pilot' is
very self-consistent in this aspect. The ratings suggest that the
motion profiles were more importan t, to the pilots than the stripe cue,
although one of the pilots did comment afterwards that he preferred the
''slow stripes" (SAl) ,
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Figure	 29 Strip Chart Record of Two Axis Vertical Tracking Task During SIMI Turn
Simulation Profile. Notice that the subjective roll response does not
follo-v, the shape of the Link roll profile.	 There seems to be no response
corresponding to the t-wo rolls back to ;vertical. 	 Subject ll. ot	session 3r
run 8.
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Figure 30	 Strip Chart Record of- Two Axis Vertical Tracking mask During SIM! Turn
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5, run 5.
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MOTION PROFILE STRIPE PROFILE PILOT RATING
SUBJECT
	
SUBJECT
10	 11P
SIMI SS 6 8
SAl 5 9
SA 6 8
SIi2 SS 3 7
SA1 4 G
SA4 2 8
Sui3 SS 3 3
li
b^	
5f
4
Table 1
	
	 Pilot ratings of simulation profiles. "16" is the highest
"realism" rating (extremn3y realistic) and "I" is the
lowest (not at all realistic).
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SIM3, the proportional roll strategy, received a relatively
low rating from both pilots. In this profile, a roll angle is
maintained throughout the body of the turn. Onc pilot commented
that he felt a "side force" during this run, and the other said
that the maneuver felt like a "slipping spiral.". Comments from
both pilots about SIM1 and SIM2 emphasized that the motions were
too "jerky",-"mechanical", "bumpy" or "abrupt".	 There are two
factors besides the simulation strategy that probably contribute
to this. Pitch and roll motion in our Link trainer is charac-
terized by a certain bumpiness that is a combination of mechanical
vibrations and position pontentiometers that have a tendency to
become dirty and a bit noisy. The coordinated turn profile being
simulated is an unusually mechanical maneuver itself. Roll in and
roll out of this idealized turn are far more abrupt than a turn
initiated by a real pilot. It is not surprising for this to be
-reflected by the simulations.
9	 Discussion of results
General observations on roll rate magnitude estimation task.
During a series of constant velocity rolls between 1 and 10
degrees per second, between 2.5 and 14 degree excursion, and in the
presence of a superimposed low level noise (i-1 deg/sec), subjects are
able toroduce continuous magnitude estimates the
	 {p	 g	 ,	 peaks of which
correlate very highly with stimulus velocities. Input-output functions
3
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appear to be linear relaLlons, in most cases not significantly different
f rom
RESP = BI(STIM)
By setting a S response equal to S deg/sec as a modulus for this
experiment, B1 was effectively set to 1. Accuracy of the subjective
data, defined by a 90% confidence interval, is about ± Z deg/sec.
The proportional relationship above is somewhat surprising since
psychological scaling laws are commonly log functions or power laws.
The data may represent a small segment of a much larger log or power
curve, or may be a reflection of the response sc:,1e and modulus em-
ployed. Psychological estimates are very sensitive to the precise
layout of the response task. The modulus was defined midway along
both the response scale and stimulus range, and stimuli were distri-
buted over a range that corresponded closely to the range of numbers
on the response scale. If subjects simply tend to use the entire
response range available to them, a linear function would be the
result. k'hatever the reason, the proportional response function is
very convenient and useful as a calibration device. It is important
to note that the modulus was repeated several times before every run
during the roll rate magnitude estimation experiments.
There is evidence of a slight breakdown of the linear response
at low stimulus values for two subjects. It seems reasonable to
assume that the response magnitude will tend to level off as stimulus
threshold is approached, but this work did not attempt to carefully
investigate threshold phenomena.
i	
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There is considerable variance among subjects in the gain
with which they estimate their orientation using the continuous
vertical tracking task.	 For excursions ranging from 2.5 to 14 degrees,
some subjects consistently overestimated their roll and pitch angles,
af
in one case by as touch as 100%, while others consistently underestimated
these angles.	 Subjects are quite self-consistent, however, and within
i
subjects, changes in indicated orientation angles correlate highly V
with true attitude changes. 	 Simultaneously tracking different pro-
files on the pitch and roll axes (as opposed to motion in only one axis)
does not significantly affect performance-during the relatively simple
low frequency stimuli used in experiment 3. 	 As seen in figure 29, the
1
Al
response follows the shape of the profile rather faithfully. 	 The lag •,
i
factor (time for the response to reach a value equal to the stimulus
velocity minus the time for the stimulus to .reach that value) ranged
from roughly 1 to 2 seconds and is not significantly dependent on
stimulus velocity.	 With system dynamics as predicted by the Ormsby
model, the lag factor is several tenths of a second. 	 This implies that
there is a 1 to 2 second response lag inherent in the task.	 It must
be assur,=-td that most of this delay is not due to the perceptual
mechanism but to transferral of perceptions to the appro priate response.
The overall implication is that the two dimensional tracking
task is a very useful tool for obtaining attitude perception infor-
mation so long as the frequency range of interest is low. 	 For instance, 
s
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if the response task is modelled as a transport lag of 1 second plus
a first order dynamic lag with a time constant of 0.55 seconds, the
resulting lag factor is 1.5 seconds for a stimulus like the standard-
ized rolls and pitches of experiment 3. Other combinations of trans-
port delay and dynamic lag would also be consistent with the data, but
any reasonable combination leads to an effective bandwidth of under
0.25 Hz after which the subject could not be expected to track effect-
ively. It would be useful to try the vertical trac3.Lng task over a
range of higher frequencies than those used to veri r this.
Optokinetic display and visual. effects
The moving stripe display had little if any effect on either 	 i}
roll orientation or roll velocity estimates during the experiments
v"	 s
described before, with two possible exceptions. When data from all
subjects is pooled, roll rate magnitude estimates during 2 - 3 degree
per second stimuli in experiment 1 show a mean that is 0.82 degrees
per second higher for SP4 stripe motion than for stationary stripes.P	 g	 P	 Y	 es.P
SP4 means that the horizontal stripes "rolled" on the cockpit side
windows at a rate four times the cockpit roll rate and in a direction
e
opposite to the cockpit, thus providing a visual cue consistent in
direction with true cockpit- motion. Although the effect is significant,
it is very small and represents a bias that is below the standard
deviation of the responses. Proportional stripe motion with smaller
gains produced no such effect. It might be interesting to try the 	
r	
'
I
same profiles using still higher stripe gains.
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In the case of the simulation pro files, ^ ­ie of which employed
roll..velocities of the same magnitude involved in the above discussion,
the stripes had no effect on response magnitude. They may, however,
have contributed to the frequent failure of subjects to detect two of
1	
-,
the stimuli during SI112 (turn simulation with a roll profile propor-
tional to that predicted as optimum by the Ormsby model, but twice
the magnitude). The result does make sense because during the two
stimuli in question, the optokinctic cue contradicts cockpit roll
direction; but the significance of the result is very low. The
effect cannot be demonstrated at all for SIMI (turn profile as
predicted by the Ormsby model) perhaps because the detection failure
occurred so often even without the stripes. The lack of dramatic
stripe effects on response magnitudes, while disappointing, is not
at all surprising. Most studies have shoun that any sort of vection
illusion takes at least 5 to 10 seconds to build and most of the
stripe rotation periods of these experiments are of shorter duration.
In the case of circularvection about a vertical axis, there is
evidence that a complementary yaw motion reduces circularvection onset
time and it was hoped that this would be the case for horizontal
circularvection also. However, roll and pitch rotations bring the
otoliths as well as the canals into play, creating a somewhat different
situation. Because of the otoliths, the vestibular system has a much
stronger low frequency contribution to pitch and roll orientation per-
ception than is the case for yaw. It is very difficult to completely
i
disorient a person with respect to vertical in a normal 1 g environment.
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An unintentional., but unavoidable, factor introduced by having an
illuminated cockpit is the visual frame effect. It has been shown that
some people have a very strong tendency to align their perceived vertical. 	 .
with any reference frame visible in their environment. The differences
in our experiment are that the subject is rotated along with the frame
(the cockpit) and the cockpit does not provide such a readily definable
frame as was used in these perception experiments.
If the frame effect were to manifest itself during the Link experi-
ment, it would be expected to attenuate responses by encouraging the
subjects to keep the hand grip aligned with the cockpit- vertical. Al-
though one subject did consistently underestimate orientation angles,
other subjects consistently overestimated them and there was no way to
tell whether the frame effect played a part. It was definitely exhibited
by one phenomenon which does not show up in the data tabulation. Often
during experiment 3, when the experimenter flashed the signal light 	 j
1
indicating the end of a run, a roll or pitch indication that had been
sitting 3 or 4 degrees off vertical would suddenly snap back. Subjects
realized that at the finish of a run, the cockpit was probably level
and they took the opportunity to realign their indication using the
cockpit: as a reference.
No.
 extensive attempt was made to eliminate cockpit reference frames.
They are certainly present is the real-aircraft and simulator cockpits
towards which the results of this work are aimed, and it was felt that
any such effects might as well be included in the data.
The fact that roil vertical alignment responses do not show any
strong tendency to be more accurate than pitch responses across subjects
	 3'	 1
i
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is a little surprising since depth perception is involved in the
pitch task. one subject actually complained about the pitch task
saying he was very unsure of the pointer's pitch alignment. Inter-
'
estingly, his data shows a greater accuracy in pitch than in roll
response. There are two possible interpretations of this result.
One is that depth perception is more accurate than other elements
of the task causing its effect to be buried in the noise. The
other possibility is that. vision is not terribly important to the
performance of the task. A series of runs in a completely dark
cockpit would help clarify this.
Implications for the Ormsby model
The high correlation between roll velocity estimation and true
i
stimulus value in Experiment 1 is supportive of the model. The data
is too noisy, however, to allow much comparison of the response dyna-
mics with the model, When we look at Ormsby model predictions for
similar stimuli., we can see that in the model the roll rate perception
peaks within a fraction of a second of stimulus onset and then begins
to decay. When the stimulus returns to zero, the rate perception
undershoots by an amount equal to the previous decay. The entiie
decay and overshoot effect amounts to less than 1 degree, Thi:a is
below the accuracy of the peak responses themselves in the data.
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The small dynamic effects predictea by the model are probably over-
shadowed by the dynamics of the conscious control task and the
manual control dynamics involved in quickly moving the meter needle
to its target position. It may be useful to look at the calibration
profiles with a stochastic version of the Ormsby model. Variances
could be compared to the subjective • data nad if the model is assumed
correct, it may be possible to separate the noise introduced by the
response task from that inherent in the perceptions themselves.
The high stimulus--response correlation in the vertical tracking
data is also supportive of the model. The variance across subjects
is certainly noteworthy but the model cannot be expected to predict
this. Ideally, the model should represent the population norm or
mean. his mentioned previously, the responses usually follow the
shape of the calibration profiles more or less faithfully (see
figure 29), but beyond this the model predicts no dynamic effects
of a large enough magnitude to be seen through the noise of the
data.
The only f7_nding that is decidedly contrary to the Ormsby
model predictions is the frequent failure to detect the two roll
motions towards vertical daring SIMI and SIM2. During SIM1 roll
rate estimation responses, this failure was observed in over 2/3
of 58 possible responses. The effect is also apparent in the
vertical tracking data. There are several possible explanations.
Perhaps a threshold effect is being observed. The computer model
used here does not consider thresholds. The motion involved
N degrees of tilt- and >2 deg/sec t angular acceleration) are
f
3
Vabove generally accepted threshold values. Otolith threshold is
often quoted as about 0.005 g 0.3 degrees tilt and the bulk of
the data on canal angular acceleration threshold varies roughly
between 0.1 degree and 1.5 degree/sec'", although there are some
figures outside this range. These threshold values are usually
applied to deviations from zero, under optimum detection conditions,
and often employ longer duration accelerations than are used here.
It, for instance, the stochastic threshold model discussed by
Ormsby is employed, it is conceivable that the results observed
during SIM1 will be predicted since the dynamics of the first
motion (away from vertical) will affect threshold to the second
(back to vertical). SIM2, on the other hand, employs large enough
roll angles (greater than 4 degrees) and accelerations (greater than
4 degrees/second 2 ) to make this seem unlikely as a complete explan-
ation.
Another possible explanation is a blocking effect in which the
second pair of motions is not being observed due to the nature of
the response task. Note that there is only a two second interval
between the first and second motions of each pair. This is shorter
than the- four second intervals used between stimuli in the calibration
profiles and on the order of the response lag discussed before.
Remember that even if the response task is modelled as a transport
delay and dynamic lag, this pathway involves a conscious evaluation
of sensations by the subject and transferal to an open loop manual
task. It is reasonable to assume that the period from onset nf a
stimulus until the subject has settled on an indicator position
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requires increased concentration and attention on the part of the
subject. If onset of each rolling motion is thought of as a detec-
tion problem it can be assumed that if a subject's attention is
still focussed on a response to the first stimulus of a pair, he
has a higher probability of missing the second. furthermore, it
is also reasonable to assume that this probability will be inversely
related to the stimulus magnitude. SIM2 then, having the same roll
profile but with twice the magnitude of SIMI, would be expected to
exhibit a lower incidence of detection failures.
Still another possibility is that there is some difference
inherent in detecting roll towards vertical as opposed to roll. away
from vertical. This sounds like a rather unlikely explanation
since total deviations from vertical are so small (2 0 for SIMI and
4° for SIM2).
The final possibility is that the Ormsby model dynamics should
be revised to account for this result. It could be done by adding
lag somewhere to make the system behave more like an integrator
of the short duration roll stimuli in SIMI and SIM2; however, this
would contradict responses observed during the calibration profiles
and duirng SIM3. It would mean responses to these stimuli should
be more gradual than those observed. In fact if the response to
SIMI is compared to the response to SIM3, it can be seen that they
are nearly identical in time course. It is very difficult to see
how this could be explained by manipulating the model dynamics.
The most probable explanation then, is a combination of the detection
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threshold inherent in perception, - perhaps as modelled by Ormsby's
stochastic threshold model., and an added probability of detection
failure introduced by the response task•itself.
During the roll angle tracking task, once subjects have cor-
rectly indicated a roll away from vertical they can most often be
observed to maintain their 	 correct roll angle indication until the
y
next stimulus occurs.	 Occasionally they will drift slowly towards
zero or make a sudden shift back towards zero after from 5 to 30
seconds.	 There is evidence that once people commit themselves to a
decision they will stick with it until it becomes ob•^,iously untenable.
If a subject begins to feel that his roll angle indication is incor-
9
rect, but has noticed no motion, it seems likely that he will exhibit
a tendency to stick by his indication as long as possible.
Two Ormsby model time constants have been discussed at length:.
in relation to predicted sensations during the aircraft coordinated
turn.	 One constant, TF (see Figure 4), is used to highpass filter
unconfirmed canal estimates for the DOWN estimator. 	 The other, T
(see Figure 5),	 is used to high pass filter canal estimates of
rotation velocity 7erpendicular to DOWN, but not reflected by the 	 A
angular velocity of DOWN. The latter constant is responsible for
the paradoxical discrepancy between attitude and angular ra g a sen-
sations predicted by-the model. It was mentioned thit the values
of these constants are known only within rather vague limits. They
cannot be evaluated from the data presented here since they only
come into play when the specific force direction history is incon-
sistent with head attitude history (SF does not remain earth vertical). 	
i
They might be illuminated, however, by using the subjective response
r^
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tasks developed he're'during real aircraft turns.'
The data presented here does not allow any distinction between
effects of vestibular and tactile or proprioceptive cues and must
be assumed to represent some unknown combination of these. It is
also not clear what- the relations between these effects are in the
Ormsby model, It might be interesting to try a similar set of
experiments using a very soft seat designed to distribute pressure
as evenly as possible over the body.
Implications for simulation
	
When subjects experience the Link trainer motion F ofile 	 .^
considered most likely, on the basis of the Ormsby model, 4o be
the optimum simulation of a coordinated tuia maneuver, their res-
ponses often differ somewhat from the attitude and angular rate
parception.,, predicted by the Ormsby model. These differences have
already been discussed and it was concluded that the discrepancy
can probably be explained by viewing it as a threshold detection
problem and considering the workload imposed by the task. At
least this seems like a far more likely explanation than any of the
ready alternatives. If the computer model used in this thesis rep-- 	 +
resents a signal that is idealized (no random noise) and simply
farther back along; the pathway than the observed output, then it
is a useful tool, for gauging simulator fidelity. 	 Unfortunately,	 j
the experiments performed so far are not sufficient In themselves
r
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to unambiguiously answer this question. if the discrepancies observed
are attributable exclusively to the operation of the assigned response
task, we would expect to get near]- the same aztitude estimate res--
posnes if the vertical tracking tas1c is performed in a real aircraft
during a turn similar to the one modelled here. The Ormsby model
makes the same predictions for altitude perception in both cases and
the same deviation of response output from that prediction should
result. For the case of roll rate perception, the modes predicts
a different response in the aircraft than in the simulation. Subject
responses to the roll. rate magnitude t!+,timation task in the simulator,
howe,,er, Caere often more like model predictions for aircraft sensations
although of a smaller magnitude. It is therefore not clear what to
expect of responses to this task in the aircraft, but it would be
extremely interesting to find out.
A possible approach to such an experiment is to put a subject
in an aircraft copilot or passenger seat, outfitted with a hand grip 	
-y
device like the one used in this work, and installed in a similar 	 'y
position with respect to the subject. An 1FR training visor or some
other method would be necessary to restrict the subject from, seeing
through the windows or seeing the pilot's instruments. It will be
impossible for even a talented pilot to precisely reproduce a speci-
fied turn profile, but if an inertial package is used to record the
I
actual motion history (attitude, angular rate, and acceleration) any
deviations can be taken into account. Turns can pro lbably be made
close enough to the idealized profile of Figure 1 to allow meaningful 	 {
i
comparisons of subjective vertical tracking task and roll rate asti-
oration data with than presented here. Ormsby model predictions for
:1
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both the aircraft and the simulation are shoim in Figures 10 and 11. j
Examples of subjective responses to the predicted optimum simulatidin
i
t
profile appear in Figures 24, 25,
	
29, and 30.
Experimental reoults indicate that an optokinetic display
probably will not contribute	 much to innate sensations of roll
1
a^
motion in a simulator unless, perhaps, the display is of considerably 4
r,^
more compelling nature than the moving stripes used in this work.
5
.y
As discussed before, this result is not surprising in light of the
short durations of the roll motions used. 	 This does not imply that
the stripe display, or something similcii., is not of potential use
i
in simulation.	 Even if it does not "fool" a pilot with illusory
roll motion, it may be used as a cue by pilots and contribute to
performance.
The "canned" or predetermined motion profiles used in the
experiments here were not really designed for pilot rating of the
simulations.	 Idealizution of the turn profile may have an insig-
nificant effect on perceptual quantities when compared to the
effects of coordination (maintenance of the specific force vector
in vertical alignment with respect to the cockpit), but these
small differences may be very important when a pilot is asked
to compare his feelings with those he remembers from zeal flight.
It should be expected that the idealized version would feel too
mechanical and in fact this rvus the observation emphasized by the
two pilots when asked to evaluate the simulation profiles. 	 Pilots
can much more reliably evaluate the realism of a simulation when
r
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they can "fly" the simulator as opposed to being passive observers.
It was felt, however, that while the experiment was in operation,
there was certainly nothing to be-lost by asking pilots to rate the
simulation profiles using a very simple "realism" scale. The results
do show a definite preference for the profile predicted as best by
perception model considerations, but there were only three basic
choices. There are many alternative simulation profiles that were.
not represented.	 The results do help verify the conclusion that
stripe display has very little effect on feelings or sensations of
motion during the turn simulation runs.. The rating task data can
be considered supportive of conclusions drawn from the Ormsby model,
but for the reasons cited above and because only two pilots were
used, the significance of this support must be considered quite low.
There are two obvious avenues for extension of this work towards
motion simulation applications. 	 One is to have subjects perform the
vertical tracking and roll rate estimation tasks in an aircraft during
the real coordinated turn maneuver. This would be valuable both for
comparison with model predictions and with subjective results obtained
during various ground based simulations.
The other obvious extension is to convert the Ormsby model pre-
dictions into a motion logic system for the Link trainer. The simplest
approach is to fit linear dynamics to Ormsby model predictions of
optimum simulator profiles for some specific maneuvers such as the
coordinated turn disct-^sed here. if this logic were implemented,
pilots could actually "fly" the trainer and rate the simulation.
Such experiments would aid in determining the validity of the fidelity
prediction scheme developed in this wont.
f	 -
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10	 Summary
The work described in the previous sections is summarizes in
the thesis of Joshua'Borah which was completed by Mr. Borah in
June of 1976. This document is undergoing final preparation for
reproduction and will be sent separately. It represents a major
contribution to the goals of this grant.
a
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VISUAL CUES IN LANDING
1	 Background
The aim of this effort is the investigation of the pilot's
visual perception of aircraft position and flight path during
landing approaches with the ultimate objective of determining
the relative importance of various visual cues. The method
which is currently being used is to present the subject- with
a recorded television image of different landing approaches
and record his magnitude estimations of deviation from an ideal
flight path.
Video tapes of landing approaches were made under the
supervision of Dr. Queijo with the Langley Landing Terrain
Scene Generator. The approaches were made with random vari-
ations in distance, glideslope, and fl.ightpath angle to be
3
appropriate for psychophysical. testing. Approximately 10
seconds of each apprach at each distance was recorded. The
tapes start with a set of 21 scaling runs to help the sub-
ject calibrate his magnitude estimation scale far both glide
slope and flight path at each of the three distances. Then
follows 81 presentations of the factorial combinations of
three glide slopes, three flight paths and three distances,
with three replications each.
o
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Preliminary, tests were run with the AmpUi.con 260 video
projector set up without the simulator cockpit. Ten subjects
of varying flight experience were tested to refine the experi-
mental procedure and provide data to }. yelp indicate a better
configuration of tiie video tapes. A data analysis of their
responses was performed to check the exierimental design.
The following observations have been made from these
preliminary experiments:
1	 The exposure time of 10 seconds is
too long for the short distance
(the optical probe is on the runway
before the run is over).
2	 The closest distance should be
shown first during the scaling
runs, so that the nominal aim
point is well defined.
3	 To provide a global view of the
scene, we suggest making a complete
approach and then running it back-
wards to provide the subjecL with
the appropriate set.
4	 Because there are only three dis-
tances, altitude cues could l)e
obtained from the contents of the
lower porclon of the field of viers,	 F
6_
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e.g. if.a house was visible at a
particular distance it meant that
the flight path was lower than
usual. This can be remedied by
taking the nominal distance plus
a small perturbation.
5	 It would be advantageous to have
less time between runs and havf-
the run announced while the screen
is blank.
b	 One subject complained of the use
of a f 10 scale for magnitude
estimates, and felt thrt the use
of glide slope deviation in dots
would be more apropos for the
experienced airline pilot. How-
ever, there still remains the problem
of assigning scale values to flight
path deviations. (preliminary
results of our experiments indicate
that this may not be a problem; the
.n
observers seem to respond to flight
A
path angle deviation rather than
Zinear displacement.)
The magnitude estimates of one subject were processed by
7
an analysis of variance program which simultaneously generates
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the functional relation of the dependent variable (glide
slope estimate and flight path estimate) as a ,function of
the independent variables. The data for all three distances
was pooled for this analysis. The results for the magnitude
estimation of flight path are shown in the figure.
It was determined that the magnitude estimate of
the flight path angle deviation was significantly affected
by distance and flight path only. The psychophysical func-
tion is shown in the figure and indicates that the sensitivity
of response is approximately the same for 1000 and 3000
foot distances, but is significantly lower at the far dis-
tance (10,000 feet). We feel that this is dote to the very
low angluar velocity or weak streamer effects at these far
distances, and the loci sensitivity indicates that the pilot
is not perceiving the same angular flight path error that
he does at the nearer distance.
For the magnitude estimation of the deviation of the
glide slope from normal, the main effect appears to be due
to the glide slope deviation itself; there was no interaction
between the glide slope deviation and the other variables.
However, there were strong and significant interactions
between the distance and flight path, i.e. they strongly
influenced the glide slope estimates.
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The suggested changes in the experimental procedure
and in the stimuli are listed below.
Experimental Procedure
1	 Shorter sessions (less than one hour)
2	 One estimate per landing (either
glide slope or flight path, but not
both)
3	 Verbal_ estimates (no manual tasks)
4	 Cleaner tapes (loss noise between
runs and more impersonal audio
narration)
The combination of (1) and (2) requires two test sessions
of moderate: length rather than a single long session.
Stimuli Changes
1	 lull length re l erse and normal approach
at the beginni,ig-,of the session to
establish a refer,_nce normal. approach.
2	 Fix only two points on the magnitude
scaling runs (no repetition of normal
approaches during the scaling runs)
3	 Three replications of four stimulus
levels (two positive and two negative),
i
distributed randomly.
-x1
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4	 Distribute stimuli corresponding to
normal approaches throughout runs to
check for subject's scaling drift.
 4
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2	 _	 meta Experiments
-	 Y	 ill
A new set of tapes was recorded during the spring at 	 i
4 J
Langley Research Center under the supervision of Mr. C.IJ.
Acree. This set incorporates the following changes.
,p
1	 Ttao initial approach distances:
3000 ft and 6000 ft.
2	 Three degree normal glideslope
with i 0.5° and ± 1.0° deviation
stimuli, and ± 1.5° scaling stimuli..
3	 Three degree normal flightpath (Zero l
deviation from glideslope), with
i 0.6° and -1 1.2° deviation stimuli,
and ± 1.$° scaling stimuli.
4	 Three replications of each of four
levels of two types of stimuli (flight-
path and glideslope) at each of two
distances (96 runs), plus eight initill
scaling runs distributed throughout each
set of replications for a total of 128
runs.
196
5	 Run times . computed to keep changes in glide
slope within one standard deviation of normal
subject responses on worst case runs,.or 5.33
seconds at 3000 foot approach distance and
10.65 seconds at 6000 foot.
A five second delay in taping was made at the beginning of each
run to reduce recorded start-up transients of the simulator. This
eliminated some of the tape noise between run:, but most of the
noise, start-up trasients, and jumps and wiggles ofthe image were
due to the video recorder (which cannot be controlled by the simu-
lator computer). Nevertheless, the tapes represent an improvement
and are suitable for full scale testing.
3	 Equipment
An attempt was made to record a computer-generated runway
image and display it on the Amphicon projector by viewing the
computers CRT with a TV camera. The combination of the low
sensitivity Sony camera with the moderate brightness of the ADAGE
CRT resulted in poor picture quality. Improvement may be possible
by using simpler programs to increase display speed and brightness,
and by . reducing the amount of background light to imp=rove contrast
,i
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during filming and projecting. The use of a higher sensitivity
camera might also be tried.
Modeification of the simulator to allow out--the-window visual
simulation is proceeding.,. The simulator room has been rearranged
to make room for the large real projection screen, and the screen
,frame has been modified to allow it to fit under some low-hanging
light fixtures. The Amphicon projector head has been installed in
the ceiling to provide the longest possible optical path using a
reflecting mirror. A window shade will be installed to reduce
the amount of background light.
A brief test was made to check the projector installation
and screen location. The available mirror was considerably under-
sized, so the image brightness was much ;tower than it normally
would be, but the image was reasonably good. The presence of
large amounts of background light adversely affected the image
contrast, but this will be eliminated by the installation of a
window shade for the room.
After the window shade is installed, the projector performance
will be checked again before ordering a proper full--size mirror.
The simulator cockpit display electronics will need to be re-
mounted on smaller racks before the cockpit can be fully utilized
for out-the-window displays.
Cis
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a
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Definition of Symbols
Specific Variables
A Translational Acceleration of Head (9 s)
G Gravitational Acceleration Vector (1 g)
Sr Specific Force Vector 	 (G - A)	 (g's)
DOWN Unit Vector Pointing Toward the Earth's Center
T Azimuth Orientation of the Head
V Translational Veloci_'-y of the Head
Position of the Head
Wc(t} Rotation Information Available to the
"DOWN" Estimator from the Semicircular Canals
Orthonormal Unit Vectors Aliened with
cr^yc' —ze Sensitive Axes of Semicircular Canals
r	 I	 r	 ^ Orthonormal Unit Vectors Aligned with the	 S
}'	 ry	
_z
Head's Roll, Pitch and Yaw A>;^:s Respectively
i	 r	 i Orthogonal Unit Vectors in Average Plane of
0	 y 0 the Utricular Macula
Unit Vector Perpendicular to Average Plane
TZ 0 of the Utricular Macula
w(t} Angular Velocity of Head with Respect
to Inertial Space
wliD (^=) w^ (t) Transformed to Head Coordinates p
(^	 r	 i	 r	 iz)
SrIID S-pec ific force Vector: in Tlead Coordinates
u-2-
1
n
SF Specific Force ifgrmation Available from
Otolith Sensors
SP Subjective Estimate of Specific Force Vector
in ixo' ?-yo r izo Coordinates
wD Bodily Angular rate: consistent with'theA
rate of chance of DOWN
^^SF High Frequency- Portion of wSr
ELF Low Frequency Portion of WA
we Portion of wSF which is Consistent with
_S
Rotation Rate Indicated'by the Canal System
W Portion-of w
	 which is Inconsistent with
ti
Rotation Rate Indicated by the Canal System
'	
w^)
Subjective Sensation	 (Estimate) of Rotation
Rate Parallel to DOWN
Subjective Sensation (Estimate) of Rotation
Rate About a Horizontal Axis
	 (Perpendicular
to DOWN)
w - W 	 w Subjective Estimate of Rotation Rata of Head
With-Respect to Inertial Space
General
X Subjective Sensation	 (i.e., Estimate)
	 of X(t)
X(s) Laplace Transform of X(t)
i
3	 X Underscore denotes.vector quantity
i
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introduction
In this paper. the subjective responses to multisensory
-stimuli (those stimuli which simultaneously excite the semi--
•
circular canals and otoli.ths) are modelled and the predictions
of this model compared to the appropriate experimental data.
Previous quantitative models have dealt almost exclusively
with the response to noni.nteracting stimuli (those stimuli
which excite either the semicircular canals [19, 22, 26, 28]•
or the otoliths [13,. 27] but not both), When the stimulus
class is generalized to include any combination of rotational
acceleration and translational acceleration in three axes
a number of significant problems arise. After these prob-
lems are discussed a mathematical model • is developed of the
perception of.dynamic orientation which results from the
combined effect of arbitrary angular acid translation accel-
erations. To illustrate the usefulness of the model for
the conceptual understanding of responses to multi-sensory
stimuli, three examples of the qualitative applications of
the model are given. The paper concludes by presenting
the quantitative predictions of the model along with the
model's frequnecy response for small pitch and roll angle 	 ..
oscillations.
Discussion of Modelling Problems and Philosol.)hy
Before discussing any of :the problems associated with
the integration of sensory information from the semicircular
Q.
-A-
canals and otoliths it is important to clarify what the
important perceptual outputs of the model should. be .
Certainly we would be interested in estimating the following
quantities:	 .
F
1, Orientation of the head with' respect to the
gravitational vertical
2. Rate of rotation of the head about its three
principle asses
3. The translational acceleration of the head with
respect to its three principle axes
and 4. Additional quantities which are dervied from the
preceeding (e.g., azimuth, translational velocities_,,
and translational positions).
The most important of these is the determination of
orientation with respect to the vertical. Strictly speak-•-
ing,•there is no way of using information which is derived
only from the otoliths to determine the direction of' the
gravitational vertical if there is no a priori information
regarding the expected variations in orientation or
translational acceleration. The principle of equivalence:
in general relativity precludes, such a separation Uased
purely on measurements taken from linear accclarometer.s.
How then are we capable of distinguishing a change in orient-
ation with respect to the gravitational vertical from a
change in acceleration? The answer to this question has
two parts. First, we are not restricted to the
. use of
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linear accelerometers (otoliths) since we also have angular
velocity transducers (the semicircular canals) which indicate
with reasonable accuracy the rate of change of the bead's
orientation for rotational rates in the frequency ranee'
*from 0.1 rad/sec to 10 rad/sec. Roughly speaking, t-or
.changes in the direction of specific force which occur in
this frequency range (as determined from otolith information)
the distinction between a change in orientation with respect
to the gravitational vertical and a translational accolera-
tion (or some combination of the two) can'be made by noting
the output of the semicircular canals.. As the frequency of
-the variations in the direction of the specific force vector
decreases below ._1 rad/sec t information from the canals
becomes less and less useful. in fact as the frequency of
these variations approaches zero the system becomes incapable
of determining the true gravitational vertical. The second
part of the answer therefore is that for lower frequency
variations the system cannot. concern itself with the true
gravitational vertical but must be content to estimate_
an "effective gravitational vertical s' which can serve
as the practical reference for man's norma l, activities.
The phenomenon of associating the gravitational vertical
v,ith the perceived direction of specific force for very low
frequency (essentially static) stimuli was discussed in
detail in a previous paper [l$].
once the direction of the gravitational vertical is
estimated, the other perceptual quantities can be dcrvxed.
fis
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The sensation of rotation about'an axis parallel to the
perceived gravitational vertical (w) will reflect ex-
clusiveiy t1-ie dynamic response of the semicircular canals.
The perception of rotation about an axis perpendicular to
4	 •	
n
the perceived vertical (w^) should reflect the information
available from the canals and the otoliths. Since the
otoliths are capable of sensing a'consta?i.tly changing
orientation with respect to the gravir-at:i.onal vertical
the pL:_ception of constant rotation about a horizontal
axis should persist indefinitely. Denson and Bodin [1)
and Guedry [12] confirm that the perception of rotation
does indeed persist for prolonged rotations about a hori-
zontal cephaloc^L.udal axis.
The estimate of translational acceleration is essentially
determined once the
A
where	 A
G
and	 SP
direction of gravity is estimated since
G •- Sr	 (l)
translational acceleration (g's)
gravitational vector (normally 1 g)
net specific force vector or gravito-
inertial. reaction force (g's)
The only change needed in equation 1 is the replacemenu of
each term by its estimate (e. g., 	 by A, etc.). To main-
tain the notation used in the previous paper on static
orientation [18] the estimate of will be denoted by
A
DOWN since this is more descriptive of its perceptual meaning.
The remaining perceptual. quantities {azimuth, translational
J
-7
velocity and translational position) are obtained by ihtegra-
ti:on as follow":
TM = Y {t)	 jt	 (n) an	 '^)0	 t0	 ^^
(t) = (to^- tl
o
t (n) do	 ;13)	 i
^	
to(t) = X (tot a t! v (n)dn	 (4)0 -`
where T is the estimated angle between the projection of
the lead's roll. axis U	 in the earth's horizontal plane
3
and some fixed direction in that plane (e.g., a vector
• pointing toward true north).
w ^ is the perception of rotation about an axIs parallel.
to DOWN
.	 J
V is the perception of linear velocity
and X
	
is the perception of spatial position.
In all, the model should be capable of predicting 15A	 n
quantities (3 associated with w, 3 associated with A,
3 associated with V, 3 associated with X, 2 associated
/ 	 A	 1
with the direction of DOWN, and l associated with M Of
these 15, the 2 associated with the direction of DOWN are
by far the most difficult to model quantitatively and for
this reason the model developed in this paper is referred.
to as the "down" estimator. Equations 1- •-4 determine the
quantities	 V, and X as a function of DOWN and w^l
AA	 A
(since !q is the portion. of w parallel to DOWN.)
Before considering these estimators (for DOWN and ati=(^f +w^)
in detail, several problems require consideration. The
k
a^
first of these is the problem of .reconciling what may seem
to be contradictory information from the. canals and otoliths.
Three examples can be cited for which there exists correspond-
ing data. The first of these involves an abrupt change in
.the direction of the specific force vector relative to the
head ("rotation information" from the otoliths) without any
corresponding-indication of rotation from the canals (e.g.,
aircraft catapult launch [63, or a change in the direction
of specific force due to rotation on a centrifuge [91).
A second example of such a conflict would arise in the case
of a constant rotation about a horizontal axis which would
lead to'a continuously rotating specific force vector
but a zero steady state output from the canals (e.g., a
barbecue-spit experiment [1, 2, 123). Finally, situations
may arise in which the canals indicate an.abrupt rotation
about a horizontal axis but the otoliths indicate no change.
in the direction of specific force (e.g., a coordinated
aircraft turn or the abrupt cessation of rotation in a
barbecue--spit experiinent [1, 2, 121). Since several of
these examples will be treated in detail in the remaining
sections of this paper it is unnecessary at this point to
gave a full accounting of the perceptual responses except
to say that the perception of the vertical for these stimuli
is most strongly associated with:
I.. The low frequency portion of the-"rotation
information" from the otoliths
it
'plus 2. that part of the canal 'i.nformation which is con-
sistent with the high frecluoncy portion of the
"rotation information" from the otoliths.
Since the rate. of movement of the perceived vertical 	 t.
a	 •
may not be consistent with the estimate of rotation'based 	 3
only upon canal information the question arises whether	
t
r
the perception of rotation reflects the movement of DOWN
or canal information or a combination of 'the two. If the
time histories of DOWN and w^ (the component of w perpen-
dicular to DOWN) were to be consistent then in the situa-
tion in which the direction of DOWN is constant (in head
A
axes) it must follow that wl W 0. The experimental evidence
[l, 2, 12]) does not consistently support this conclusion
	
n	 n
and thus DOWN and w^ may not be in agreement. Although
such a contradictory sensation (of rotating but not changing
..one's position) seems difficult to imagine, it is also
found in cases in which otolithic and visual information
conflict [7, 291 and during caloric testing. The fact
that these sensations are contradictory also complicates
interpretation of -^ne of the experimental data. For ex-
ample, if an experimenter asked a subject if he felt himself
rotating the subject could answer either "yes" or "no"
(i_n fact-an answer of yes and no would be more appropriate!).
A.-second problem arises in the case of stimuli which
are predictable, usually because the.subject is thoroughlf
familiar with the stimulus from past experience and is able
-10-
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to recognize the underlying stimulus pattern. The phen-
omena associated with such a situati:on.are significantly
different from those which we are atte.aptti.ng to model here
since they involve.the complex problems of pattern recog-
nition. Furthermore, it is very likely that the processes
involved in recogiiition are strongly dependent on the
simplicity of the stimulus, the'subject's past exposure,
and mangy= other factors which would make an accurate prediction
of dynamic orientation extremely difficult. For these reasons
the stimulus class for which we are attem'Piing to model the
.perceptAal responses will be assumed to be unpredictable.
Finally, the information upon which the "dowl-l" estimator
bases its estimate must be considered. Although the infor-
mation from two sets of semicircular canals and otoliths
is available to the brain it is unnecessary to waste
computation time performing a dual set of sensory simula-
tions. For this reason, the model simulates cyclopi'an
sensors located near the center of the skull. The three
canals are aligned with and are sensitive to rotation about
three head fixed, orthogonal axes (the particular set_ of
axes chosen is arbitrary). The combined dynamic response of
each canal and its associated higher processor can be ak•proximated
[171 by the following linear relationship:
^l	 540.,? rw(t}
	 { (188 + 1.) (30^i + 1) w(s) }	 {^)
where w(s) is the Laplace Lransformed rotation rate
about the canal's sensitive axis (radians/
second)
_FL..__.. "- .
...fir
w(t) is the average subjective perception of rotat-ion
(radians/second) about that canal's sensitive axis
and 
	
is.the inverse Laplace transform operator
The linear relation given iii equation 5 is a simplified
version of the transfer function • developed in [17) because
it neglects.- the short .time constant of the canals (I/ (. 005s	 1) )
and the slight rate sensitivity seen in canal afferents
(.Ols A- l). neither of these terms would have a significant
enough effect on the response of the model_ to justify them'
presence. Figure 1 summarizes the information available
to the "down" estimator from the semicircular canals.
The estimates of rotation rate based upon canal information
ire -transformed . from sensor coordinates. (Xc , ?yc ►
 iZC)
to head coordinates since the principle head axes (ix
roll axis, roll right positive; i y pitch axis, pitch down
positive; i z yaw axis, yawleft positive) are the most
natural coordinates to which to refer our conscious percep-
tions of dynamic orientation.
The otoliths are modelled as three linear accelerometers
sensitive to the components of specific force alone three
mutually orthogonal axes. The combined dynamic response of
these accelerometers and their associated higher processors (see
Reference [17) section 3.2) is given by
^	 _	 ^ l .911(s + .988)	 SF( s}	 (G)Sr (t)	 (s + .1:33) (s + 1,.95)
where Sr (s} is the Laplace transform of the component of
SF(t) (g's) along.the sensitive axis of the accelerometer
^
SP(t) is the average subjective response (g's) l
f	 The illusions which arise in the perception of static	 .
orientation	 [3, ,4r 	 5r	 10,	 11,	 14 r	 15,	 1.6,	 20,	 21,	 23,	 24,	 25] w
indicate that errors exist in the- sensing of specific force
or in the processing of the sensory information related to{
I	 specific force aiid that these errors are related to that
'	 component of specific force perpendicular to the "average
plane" of the utricular macula [18].
	 For this reason one
acc^.lerometer is aligned with its axis (i zo } perpendicular
to the average utricular plane (=-=25-30 degrees pitched back
i	 -
relative to the vertical when the head.is the normal upright
position) while the sensitive axes of the other two acceler-
ometers	 (i	 willi  be orthogonal and lie in the utracularo }
plane.	 Figure 2 illustrates the information available to
"down"the	 estimator from the otolith sensors.	 The altera- 1
:'ion of the .sensed component of specific force along i^o i
is discussed at length in references 	 [17] and [181.	 The fj
accelerometers sensitive to changes in specific force along
i	 and i
	 are associated with the utricle and the aEccelero-
--•xo	 --yo
meter aligned with i 7,o is associated with the saccule since
:.	 the major componc.:it of the functional polar i nation vectors
of the utricle and saccule are in the i	 iyo plane and
along the i 	 respectively [8].	 Finally the estimates
of specific force are transformed from sensor axes
	 (i	 ,I	
-xa
to the principle head axes (ix, iy , i	 as was
4o
, ^o }
done for the estimates. of rotation. 3
i
# r
DOWN Estimator
After numerous algorithms were . developed in an attempt
`	 to produce an estimator w1th the desired qualifications, one-
was found which fulfills all of the requirements discussed
previously and which yields very reasonable quan'ti.tative
•	
S
'results. The discrete "down" estimator is illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4. The information available to the "down"
estimator at the beginning of each update is the old estimate
A
of down, DOWN (t- At) and the new estimates based upon canal.
h	 n	 ^
informatio3l
(^`}13D (t)) and upon otolith - information (SP IID (t)')
Figure 3 illustrates the calculation of the updated perccp-
tion of down, DOWN (t) and Figure 4 illustrates the updated
perception of rotation, w(T). Each element of the model is
labeled with a letter (from A to L) for easy reference and
will be discussed in alphabetical. oidLr.
The .first element, labeled A and maXhed with an X-,
represents the following computational procedure: produce
n	 n
a vector w^ which is in the direction SFIID (t-e) x SL'IjD (t+s )
and which has a magnitude equal to the angular rate of
change of the direction of SFI317 at time t. In the computer
A
'simulations described later, biSF was calculated each second
.	 n
(t = 1, 2, 3, 4, ...) and SFIID was calculated on the hall
second(t = , z, ,...) so
	 = 2 = 0.5 seconds. -SP
would . 'represent the i.ni.ormation available: from the otoliths
concerning the rate of rotation of the head it it were
assumed that SF was fixed in space.
-14-
The low pass filter, labeled B, performs the function
of separating out the low frequency component 
of wsr
which is .assumed to arise from- ,the change.in the body's
T
orientation with respect to the gravitational vertical. The
ti
output signal. war is intended to fill in the low frequency
infori»ation missing , from the canal signalw^ D for rotation
about a horizontal axis. wSF is the high frequency component
of 
u. 
Sr and typically . aiises from both transient linear
accelerations and abrupt changes in the head's orientationi
with respect to the gravitational vertical. The best
time constant for the low.pass filter was found to be
approximately 35 seconds.
The transfoi:mation labeled C produces a rotation vector
ROTO from w$r as follows:	 .
Component of wL which is perpendicular to theSr
ROTO W plane of SFI1O and DOWN (t-- At)
	
(7)
Tt may seem odd at first that this transformation allows..
rotations which might be themselves move DOWN away from SF.
The reason for ' this is that such rotations are necessary
to cancel the canal signals which arise .t-71zen prolonged
rotations are suddenly stopped. It is this mechanism which
helps to predict the stabilization of the perception of
orientation when prolonged rotations about a horizontal axis
are abruptly terminated as was found experimentally by
P
Denson and nodin.tl,21 and Guedry [12). In all the
I
^t
^	 r
i.
y5
4
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simulations carried out no case has been- encountered in
which R	 (which will be discussed next) did not cancel
completely any ROTO which would move DOWN away from 5r.
if such a case occurred it would appear reasonable to de--
L
crease the magnitude of ROTO until the net" effect of
R_ OTO RSCC would be to minimize the misalignment
h
of DOWN and SP after rotation. The combined effect of
eZements A, B and C in figure 3 is to produce a rotation
vector ROTO from the current and past estimates of Sr
which repre sents
 
the low frequency rotational rate informa-
tion due to the otoli •t:hs. It is this characterization of
i
this pathway which is most useful when the model is used
to make a quaZitat-ive prediction of the response to a wimple
stimulus without extensive simulation.
We now turn our attention to the information from the
canals. The rotational information from the semicircular
canals must be consistent with the high frequency seHat:i.ons
a
arising from the otoliths (represented by co Sr ) if it is	 -^
i
to be used to update the sensation of orientation with
A
respect to the vertical. The portion of ±,,(t) which is
consistent with twit is denoted by uWC and is calculated by
the following procedure:
1 Calculate the component of -w (t) which is parallel)
	
	 p	
--I3 D	 1"
.to wSr . Call. this component C.
2Y if C is in a direction opposite to 
vW then sot
wC _ 0
F	 '
-..-_
--C	 if ^ c ^ < l Wsr l
The portion of w n (t) which is inconsistent with W 1 s 	 ^.
denoted bay- I and-is given by
, 	 C	 (9)
wC - 21HD (t) - We^	
n
The reason that -- wHL M (instead of wHD (t)) was compared
with NSF is that for a positive perception of rotation the
corresponding rotation of the g vector-would be negative.
While experimental evidence clearly indicates that
the effect of 
wC on the perception of orientation is minimal I
it is not clear that it has no effect in the very short
term (<l sec), For this reason wC is passed through a
high pass falter (H) of the form Ts/ (TS + l) where T< l sec.
-	 i
Tor the catapult launch simulation described at the end of 	 j
this paper T could be no higher than .25 seconds to retain
reasonable results. A value of -r = 0 would not be incon-
sistent with any available experimental evidence.
The rotation vector due to canal information is denoted
by RSCC' RSCC is computed by taking the sum of wC and the
result of filtering ^ and then eliminating the component
which is. ,,parallel to the last estimate of down (since this
A
component is ineffective in changing the direction of DOWN
relative to the head). For rapid qualitative predictions 
_	
r
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-this pathway (D and T, ignoring E) can A thought of as'
is •aZW, that portion of the oanaZ signal which is oonsis-
Ii
tent with ' and is perpendicular to DOWN.SF
lITO is then computed by subtracting RMC from ROTO .4	 ,
4	 }
RIOT represents the estimate of the rotational rate of the
outside world around an axis perpendicular to the last
estimated direction of down for the .purposes of updating
that estimate. The transformation labeled G updates
DOWN (t-At) using RTOT' The output of 'G is denoted by b' (t)
and satisfies
1) DOWN (t-At)	 D (t) is in the same direction as
RTOT
and	 2) the angle between DOWN (t-pt) and D' (t) is given
by I Ri'OT 14t
Therefore, if In TOW- 30 degrees/sec and'At = 0.5 seconds
DOWN will be rotated about RIOT by 15 degrees.
D I
 (t) would normally be considered the new estimate of
"down" except that because is is generated through the
integration of rate information it is bound to accumulate
errors which must be eliminated if permanent discrepancies
are to be avoided. This is accomplished. through a slow re-
duction of any discrepancy in direction between D' and SF
(elements H and 1). The time constant:, Tp , is quite large
but was found to be a weak function of the magnitude of
the spedifip force vector (as Jul increases, T  decreases
and D' moves . toward Sr more rapidly). T (in seconds) is
given by
r
.	 r
n
SF
The net effect of H and' l is that in a steady state condi- ' • -
Lion, the subject adopts the estimated specific force vector,
based on otolith information, as the correct direction for
' n
DOWN. This :insures that the steady state response of the
model will exhibit theerce tual errors discussed and 	 ^.p	 p
modelled in References L'171 and [181.
The resulting estimate of DOWN (t) r_dpresents the model's
prediction for the subject's perception of the direction of
the gravitational force vector with respect to his head.
This estimate is then . used at time t A- Q•t to generate a	 d
new estimate.
The model for predicting the perceived rate of bodily
rotation is shown in Figure 4. w^ (t) i.s found simply by
taking the component cfwHD (t) parallel to DOWN (t) . wD
is defined to 'be the bodily rate of rotation which would be
consistent with the rate of change of the direction of
DOWN, The transformation K is similar,to that at A in
figure 8.3 except for a minus sign. w^(t) is formed by:
1) calculating the difference between w  and the
component ofwIID (t) which it perpendi.cular to
DOWN {w D - w^^	 wD}
2) passing this difference through a high pass filter
is
• (:G) and then
3) adding the resulting output to (°D.	 r	 ;+
This arrangement accepts the relatively high frequency changes
_
' n rotation rate indicated by the semicircular canal system
i
E'
f
F_
3
Ef_,
El
i
I
i	 .
while deferring to the rate of rotation consistent with'
DOWN for lower frequency changes. Data. from Benson and
Bodin [lr 2) indicates that a filter of the form TS/ (Tz + l)
with T = 0-f,0 5 seconds should be -sufficient (if T = 0
•	 A	 y	 A
then w^(t) = w^ and w would be completely consistent with
DOWN) . The total sense of rotation, w (t) is given by the sum
A
of w,P) and w (t)
This completes the component by component review of
the model. Before describing the quantitative results which 	 .`
were produced by computer simulation, some examples of	 j
qualitative predictions wall be given.
First consider a standard rate aircraft turn which is
abruptly stopped-by rolling out of the turn -rapidly into
level flight. Uust before the rollout the subject -will
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perceive himself to have zero roll angle with respect to
the earth vertical and a slightly pitched back orientation
due to the slightly increased g force in the turn (elevator
illusion, see Reference [5]). In addition he will have no
sense of rotation since the canal response to the rotation
of the aircraft-has long since decayed to zero and 6,) D^ 	0.
During the roll out the specific force vector will remain
aligned with the yaw axis of the body and diminish in intensity
to l g. SIB will therefore slightly diminish in intensity 	 Y
and will pitch forward about 1 or 2 degrees (to eliminate
the slight pitched back sensation). Since the direction of
Sr remains practically. constant the otQlith pathway RO,O
-20-
dan-be considered inactive. Sincb w* wixl also equalSP
A
zero, all of 141D,will be considered inconsistent (both that
part ofwIID generated by the rolling out rotation and that
.due to the after sensation of stopping the.aireraft s s turn
A
rate) . Consequently all of !2HD is passed through the-high
pass filter and is quickly reduced , to zero. Therefore, for
rough calculations RSCC = 0 and except for the elimination
of t1ie elevator illusion DOWN will remain essentially
unchanged and the subject should sense that he is erect.
Since DOWN is essentially unchanged, wD in Figure 4
is approximately zero. The component of wI BD which arose
from the roll out motion of the aircraft- is	 to . DOWN and
will therefore be assigned to w l	 Since wD = Of w I^ is
set equal to wl and is high pass filtered with a tiThe con-
stant less than 5 seconds, w^(t) equals the output of
this filter ( since wD = 0) which merely imply es that the
rolling sensation is shorter laved (due to the high pass
filter) than it would have been if the otolith information
had not contradicted it. The component ofw liD which arose
from the aircraft stopping its rate of turn will be in the
opposite direction to the original turn and will be es son-
•	 h
tially parallel to the direction of DOWN. Therefore this
component of wHD will become w if (t) and the subject will
perceive himself to be turning in a direction opposite to
the original turn. The sensations described above are
r
consistent with the illusions known to be associated with
aircraft flight. Circumstances which could interfere with
these illusions are the following:
1)	 A passenger with extensive dying experience who
•	 expected the turn or roll out might he capable
Df interpreting the sensations correctly.
Y
2)	 The pilot who initiated the roll out would certainly
have little inclination towards illusions, j
or	 3)	 Any'.vi.sual information would affect the predicted 1=	 .
perception since the model presumes that there are
3
no visual cues. }
A Second example is that of a Step in lateral a ccelera-
tion of 1 g.	 Initially the subjcct correctly perceives
himself to he in an erect position in 1 g. 	 Since the subject
is. •never rotated during the experiment the canals are not
stimulated and wUD = 0.	 Retorring to Figure 4 we can con--
elude that:
W(t)	 Y w	 (t)	 ^l	 _	 TS	 ]	 W^ (t)TS	 1	 -D	 (12)
The only active pathway in Figure 3 is that for the
inkormation from the otoliths. 	 SF will move very rapidly
toward SF and then stop which will induce a rapid rise in a
t^ "
	
followed qua cl^ly by a rapid decay to zero .	 ca d;	 will
-SF
--SF
rise quickly during the period in which ij is large and will
then slowly decay to zero. 	 Since wsp is perpendicular to
5
-	 both DOWN (t - dt) and SF, it will pass through C and ROTO
A ..	 n
will equal'-	 SF	 Finally DOWN will move toward SF at a rate
proportional to the magnitude of I F (actually a little
Vaster since the lower pathway - in Figure 3 will help somewhat:
-22-
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in moving DOWN toward SP). Figure 5 shaw.s a rough sketch
of the approximate time course of 'these signals.
The last case to be considered before presenting quan-
titative results is the phenomenon associated with the exper--
i.ments of Benson and Bodin [1, 2) and Guedry [12). For a
steady state rotation of w -about a horizontal axis:
"
biHD
RsCC	 0
	
L	 13(	 )wSF	 '	 -SF - 
_	 L
ROTO	 4L
	
"	 "
and.
	 DOi^'N	 -^	 SF = SP
Each of these can easily be understood by reference to Figure
"
3 except possibly the last relation. It is clear that DOWN
will approach SP if it is understood that the rate of
rotation of DOWN Qw.) will eventually match that of SP since
ROTO app o `^ ches the true rotation rate and any constant- dis^-
crepancies (phase lags) will be eliminated by the lower path-
way. Consequently the subject's steady state sensation of
rotation during the period of rotation should correctly
reflect the true rate of rotation (w = w).
Immediately after the rotation stops we can predict that
(Figure 3):
wliD will quickly -3- --w and then decay to zero (this
is the typical velocity step response of the canals)
NSF	 will quickly -^- 0
[}Rt,10sINAL PAGO IS p1-WJ ,
1a
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,
Srw 	
will quickly +w and then decay to zero
^C	 wili quickly -w and then decay to zero
(14)
HSCC trill quickly - -w and then decay to zero
OTO will remain at --w and then decay to zero'
TOT ROTO - ESCC will quickly 0
and furthermore (Figure 4):
!I
D
 will quickly -} 0
0' ` 
- 
wliD 
(since 
wHD 
is perpendicular to DOWN) and w H =0
and
•	 is (t} - w1 (t) - Ts
Therefore the model predicts that while a'subject should
p&rceive that his position with respect to the vertical. is
not changing after the rotation ceases he may have (depending.
on the value of T chosen) a brief sensation of rotation op-
posite to the original rotation. Benson and Bodin [1, 21
had some subjects who reported a brief sensation of rotation
and soine who didn't.. Whether this discrepancy in reporting is
n
due to the conflict between DOWN and w or due to different
subjects having different values of T is unclear. That sub-
jects perceive themselves to have a constant orientation
relative to the vertical (DOWN constant s) is not in question.
Benson and Bodin report	 that they (the subjects) were quite
aware that the stretcher had stopped and of its position re-
lative to the gravitational vertical..." Similar stimuli aml
reports of subjective .response:s are described in [12) .
f-24--
Quantitative Model Predictions
The model developed in this' paper ,has been programmed
so that quantitative predictions can be made for arbitrary
stimulus combinations [17]. Tbe. programs were written in
Fortran IV and they 'include all functions shown in Figures
'1 - 4. Although the model could be implemented with any up-
date interval,-At = l sec was chosen as a reasonable compro-
mise between computational efficiency and simulation band-
width. One update interval takes approximately 0.08 seconds.
of central processor time when utilizing an IPS 370--165
computer.
1. Dynamic Elevator Illusion
In a previous paper [18], the elevator illusion was
discussed and a model which correctly predicts its occurrence
and magnitude was developed. The transition from head erect
in 1 g to the perception of backward tilt with the head erect
in 1.75 g was used as a test of the dynamic model presented
in this paper. The stimulus input to the model consists of
a step in upward acceleration of 0.75 g after the mode. was
-,stabilized with head erect in l g. No rotational stimulus
was used. Figure 6 shows the time course of the predicted
. ,
I
	 pitch sensation which resulted. Superimposed on the model's
Tj
prediction is the data from Cohen [5] in-.which subjects were
given essentially the same stimulus except that the acceler-
ation was produced by a centrifuge. Cohen`s subjects
-25-
perceived a maximum change in pitch orientation of approxi-
mately -19°. The discrepancy in the magnitude of the steady
state illusion is discussed in reference 18.
2. Catapult Launch
Cohen .et al' C G) used a centrifuge to simulate the
accelerations encountered in a typical aircraft catapult
launching. The average acceleration profile used by Cohen.
3
is shown in Figure 7 along with an actual catapult launch
acceleration profile. Figure 8 illustrates the manner in
which the acceleration was generated on the centrifuge.
The following acceleration profile was used in the simulation
of the "down" estimator:
AXIiD - 3. 8sin (pit/3•. 2) g 	 t < 3. 2 s •ec	 r'(15)
-- 0	 t > 3.2 sec
The rotation profile used is given by:
ZIiD	 . 3 2 (1 - cos (2TTt/3. 2)	 t < 3.2 sec	 y(1G)
0	 t > 3.2 sec
Figure 9 illustrates UP movement of DOWN in response to this
stimulus. In addition to the pitch sensation for which Cohen
et al tested; the model predicts a possible a:olling sensation.
If this rolling sensation is truly absent, then the time con-
stant. in the high pass filter (element W of Figure 3) should
	
•	 7
be reduced to zero. If the •sensation of rolling is even -greater,
then T should be increased above 0.25 sec- Figure 10 compares
	
•	
-	
.. ,.tom
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the pitch response of the model to the . data given by Cohen
et A. The above simulation was rerun with wZHD _ 0 (repre-
sentative of a real catapult launch) and the predicted per-
ception of pitch Baas essentially the same.
S
3. ' Frequency Response for Small Pitch and Roll
Oscillations
The model's use of otolith and canal information can
be best understood by comparing the freauoncy responso of
the model to each of the sensors. .Since the modal has non-
linearities for large tilt angles and for conflicting sensory
information, it is important to confine the oscillations to
small angles (00°) and to insure that only simpl.l U lting
or pitching stimuli are used. The response is essentially
the same in both pitch and roll so only the data from the
roll stimuli will be illustrated. Eight frequencies from
0.05 to 2.1 rad/sec were tested with stimulus amplitt3des of
5 - 10 0 . Lower frequencies were not tested since oxtremely
long and therefore costly simulations would be necessary.
Highpr frequencies could not be tested since: the upgate inter-
val for the simulation was 1 second. Figure, 11 slow:; the
T,phase response of the model for these frequencies. The
amplitude response of the model is within 5% of unity over
the range: of frequencies tested. It is clear from Figure 11
J,	 i
w2,7-
that for low frequency stimuli, the model relies on otolilh
irformation and for higher frequency stimuli the model relies .
on information from the semicircular canals. The crossover
frequency is approximately 045 rad/sec. •
 Nashner E143 found
a crossover frequency of approximately 0.1 Hz = 0 , (2$ rad /sec
from experiments involving postural control of pitch crienta--
tion. Since the phase and amplitude responses are so close
• to that of a unity ;lair fo g° frequencies- up to about 3 rad/sec
the model predicts that our perce ption for small random tilt
oscillations about a head erect position in 1 g should be
essentially correct.
;.	 ..._., _...-
	 .._...... .t •, •Y.^,,,_-ir Ste.__. .k
This paper has presented a model for the perception of
dynamic orientation resultin g from stimuli which involve
both the otoliths and the semicircular canals. The'model
was applied to several multisensory stimuli and its predic-
lions evaluated. In all cases, the modal predictions were
in substantial
 agreement with the known illusions or with
the relevant experimental data.
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FIGURE I,EGBND8
FIGURE 1. Information available to DOWN estimator from the
semicircular canals.
FIGURE 2. Infbrmation availake ' & the DOWN estimator
-from the bt-olith organs.
FIGURE 3. DOWN estimator.
FIGURE 4. Estimator for rotation rate 'w.
FIGURE 5. Approxinate time course - of model parameters and
response to a 1 g step in lateral acceleration.
FIGURE 6. Dynamic elevator-illusion	 (1.75 g).
FIGURE J. Comparison of the G
x
 accelerations recorded in
• catapult launch and centrifuge-simulation.I.
FIGURE B. Schematic representation of a catapul.E simulation
on the human centrifuge.
FIGURE 9. Movement of DOWN for catapult launch simulation.
FIGURE 10. Pitch perception for catapult launch simulation.
•IGURE 11. Phase response pf combined model to small tilts
(00 0 )	 in pitch and/or roll.
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SUBJECTIVE DETECTION OF VERTICAJ ACCELERATION:
A VELOCITY DEPENDENT RESPONSE?
•	 ti
by {
G. Melvill Jones* and L.R. Young
Biotechnology Division, Life Sciences, NASA Ames Research
Center, Moffet Field, California and Man-Vchicle Laboratory,
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
INTRODUCTION
Subjective orientation estimates have long been known to
depend on the orientation of the otolith o`-ans relative to
gravity and the imposed linear acceleration (Sch8ne, 1964; Udo
de Haes and Sch8ne, 1970)• Detection of acceleration or tilt 	 ^9
is best for horizontal orientation with the h-ad upright, and
decreases in accuracy for other orientations, leading to a
"blind spot" for detection when the otolithic system is in an
"unfavorable position" with the head inverted (Qui p:, 1925;
*present address: Director, DRB Aviation Medical Research
Unit, Department of Physiology, McGill University, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada.
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aGraybiel and Patterson, 1955). 	 On the other hand, single unit i
recordings from first order otolith afferents indicate highly
sensitive ` utricular or saccular responses to linear acceleration
in all planes (Fernandez et al, 1972). An unresolved problem,
therefore, concerns the special difficulty associated with sub--
Jective assessment of motion in the vertical direction.	 Recent
experiments with human subjects seated erect in an NAF.e computer
controlled helicopter and a NASA (Ames Research Center) vertical
.	 ^movement simulator revealed such a peculiar difficulty (Malcolm aj
and Nelvil.l Jones, 1974). 	 During vertical sinusoLdal oscillation,
in the absence of vision, gross errors frequently occurred in the f
S
subjective estimate of phase of the movement. 	 Since these errors
bore no systematic relation to stimulus parameters over a wide
i f
amplitude-frequency range,.they could not be ascribed in a simple
way to systematic influence of sensory transduction dynamics of
:	 tho zind knorrn to occur in the semicircular canals (van Rgmond
et al, 1949; Melvill Jones and Milsum, 1965; Young, 1969; Mel.vill
Jones, 1972).	 The present study therefore set out to investigate
i
two-other pdtentiall.y causal factors for these errors:
i,	 high threshold of sensitivity to vertical
linear acceleration with the head erect;
ii.	 ambiguity in assessing the direction rather
than the presence of such movement.
1
j
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	 Previous studies in which human subjects were accelerated
horizontally along saggital and longitudinal body axes (Walsh,
1962; Merry, 1965; Young et al, 1966, Young and Merry, 1968) yielded
subjective thresholds which were much lower than the peak acceler-
ation amplitudes of the vertical sinusoidal movements in the exp-
eriments of Malcolm and Melvill Jones (1974). Moreover at supra-
threshold levels of acceleration there was apparently no difficulty
in directional assessment of the horizontal'movement. However, the
fact that these latter experiments were all conducted in a hori-
zontal plane introduces an additional factor - relative rotation
of the gravit-oinertial stimulus vector resulting from summation of
varying horizontal and static gravitational accelerations. It is
well known that this form of vector rotation can provide additional
physiological information which might 'Well add sensory clues not
available to subjects accelerated parallel to gravity (Correia and
Guedry, 1966; Benson and Rodin, 1966; Correia and Money, 1970;
Benson et a1, 1970, Benson, 1974). In an early investigation, Mach
(1873) reported a threshold corresponding to a peak acceleration of
0.012 g's for an upright subject- oscillated nearly vertically at the
end of a beam, with a period of 7 seconds. Walsh (1962, 1964)
examined human subjective response characteristics during sinusoidal-
accelerations in horizontal and vertical directions. however,
Walsh's subjects were supine during vertical accelerations whereas
those. ' of Malcolm and Melvi.11 Jones (1974) were seated erect, so that
difforen,t•
 components of both vestibular and general somatic sensory
systems were stimulated in the two sets 'of experiments.
In order to avoid the complication of changing direction of
the acceleration vector, and to conform with the stimulus orientation
of the Malcolm and Melvill Jones experiments, we restricted the stim-
ulus to vertically oriented constant linear accelerations while seated
erect. Similar methods to those of Meiry (1965) have been used so
as to facilitate comparison of results with the findings concerning
response latency versus acceleration in the horizontal plane,
HETIIODS
All experiments were conducted on the NASA Ames height Control-
Apparatus as described prc-viously (Malcolm and Melvill. Jones, 1.974)
using the same eight subjects. Subjects were fixed to the seat of
the blacked o. r cabin by a conventional aircraft restraining harness,
with an additional headband adjusted to maintain head orientation
such that a line joining the infraorbital margin and external auditory
meatus was tilted 'downwards 30 0 relative to earth horizontal, to bring
the major plane of the utr:icular macula close to the true horizontal.
The subject wore blackout goggles behind which he maintained open
eyes. 'he right hand was located on a light-weight, short-throw,
three position switch, the mid-position representing zero response
and the up and down positions signalling a subjective sensation of
the direction of acceleration. gar muffs containing earphones per-
8
mitted communication with the remote control cabin and attenuation	 !
of external auditory cues. Provision was made to use white noise
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for masking troublesome external sounds, but in practice this proved
unnecessary.
The additional head harness was introduced to avoid potential.
accessory cues from pitching angular movements of thd head induced
by the vertical linear accelerations with head tilted. The effective-
ness of this restraint was verified by means of a small, sensitive,
pitch-detecting gyroscope; mounted • oii a dental. bitebo 3rd. preliminary
runs with three subjects exposed to the whole range of the experiment
showed that angular head movements were usually undetectable and
never exceeded ± 0.5 0 ,
The main experimental series employed 8 adult subjects with no
clinical. abnormality. One individual held a private pilot's license
but was not currently flying. They were each exposed on four occa-
sions to each of eight magnitudes of step change in vertical acceler-
ation. Accel_ezation magnitudes were all very low, ranging•, front 0.005
'9 1 to 0.06 'g' as shown in the top row of Table 1. The distribution
of acceleration magnitudes was chosen to concentrate recordings in
that part of the data set where the most rapid change of response
latency with acceleration was to be expected from the previous hori-
zontal acceleration data of Meiry (1465). An 8 Y, 8 Latin square
design permitted exclusion of learning; effects and also a determin-
ation of whether practice during the experiment led to significant
shortening; of response latency.
All subjects were practiced over the range of the experiment
and informed of their performance during these runs. They were
required to flick the indicator switch as soon as possible after
deciding when an acceleration step had occurred, choosing up or down
r
e
switch movement according to whether the sensed direction of accel-
eration was upwards or downwards. Practice was continued until they
were satisfied that they knew what to do.
A potentially complicating•factor was static friction of the
cab in itI, track, which could produce a detectable jolt on commencing
an acceleration from rest: Consequently all test accelerations were
uegun at randomly chosen tames after achieving a steady linear velo-
city of 2 ft/sec, which in turn was always attained by means of the
Lowest controllable linear acceleration, namely 0.005 "g". However,
since cab.movement was inevitably associated with some vibration, this
procedure necessitated avoidance of a simple relation between
direction of acceleration and any sensed increase or decrease in	 3
vibration. This was achieved by balancing the occasions when a given
direction of acceleration stimulus would be associated with increasing
or decreasing vibration.	 r`
Vertical acceleration was recorded from two linear accelerometers,
one on the cab and a two dimensional linear accelerometer fixed 	 s
firmly to the scalp. The head mounting was arranged so that one
degree of freedom paralleled the earth horizontal in a fore-aft
direction when the head was tilted 30° downwards and forwards. The
orthogonal axis was aligned with the true vertical. The system
allowed remote checking of the correctness of head position before
each run., as well as readjustment of head position in the head-
harness when this proved necessary after rests between runs.
Simultaneous recording of cab and vertical head accelerometers
showed that, apart from some filtering of high frequencies between
the cab and the head, there were no significant differences between
r
the two accelerometer outputs. Also recorded in parallel with these
outputs was the subject's switch position and releiant system para-
meters such as the servo command voltage, safety limiting control
outputs ah.d actual cab position dekived from a track potentiometer.
RESULTS
Figure 1 represents an original record obtained from a single
test run. The upper trace is recorded from the vertically--oriented
linear accelerometer mounted on the head. Starting from rest, there-
was an initial period of very low upward acceleration (A) at the
standard value of 0.005 19  (0.1.6 ft/sec t ) until attainment of a	 4..^
steady, or plateau, upward velocity if 2 ft/sec. Then, after a
random-LY inosen duration of between 4 and 10 seconds (b) the test
acceleration was applied (upwards in this example) and maiitainedP	 P	 p	
a,
9
(G) until. after the subject had registered his response by flicking
the 3—way switch up or down (up in this example. The response
'latency was assessed as the time between initiation of the. recorded
test acceleration and the registration of subjective response. In
practice all records were tape recorded and these latencies were
measured from records played back on a suitably expanded time scale.
insert Figure 1 about here	 a
iFigure 2 shows the mean values of latency (filled circles .i
Standard Error) obtained in this way for all subjects and al] runs i
at each of the eight acceleration Magnitudes. The values shown in
this figure are independent of whether the subject made a correct
or incorrect assessment of direction arid, of course, only those
occasions when responses were indicated contribute to the curve.
In practice,and as will be described below, all subjects responded
3
on all possible occasions at acceleration magnitudes above 0.015
However, as shown in the middle row of Table 1, and as is to be ex—
pectrd, progressively fewer test accelerations were detected as
acceleration magnitudes decreased below this value.
insert ?'figure 2 about here
------------------------- -_---
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The continuous line in Figure 2 shows the calculated least
squares regression line fitted to the average latencies according
to the hyperbolic relation
T = B/A + '.1	 (for A > 0.005 g)	 (1)
min
where
T mean measured response latency (sec)
A	 step acceleration magnitude ('g')
Turin = reaction time independent of A
B = slope of the regression line when-plotting T against 1/A
The close fit of this calculated regression curve :implies that
the value of -B in equation (1) represeints a meaningful constant.
The important feature of this conclusion is that this constant has
the dimensions of linear velocity, as is evident in the alternative
form of the equation
B	 (T - min)'	 (2)
A reasonable interpretation, therefore, would seem to be that
over the whole range of this experiment, the value B represents a
consistent threshold linear velocity which had to be attained before
generation of a sensation of the changed movement. The calculated
value of this velocity (l) for the regression curve of . Figure 2 is
0.022 g-sec (21.6 cm/sec = 0.71 ft/sec). Amongst the eight subjects
tested, the individual calculated values of B ranged fi^om 14.8 to
27.0 cm/sec (5.b. i 5.3).
T
min in equations (1) and (2) is interpreted as the constant
'residual reaction time for initiation of mechanical movement of the
"up-down" lever after perception of changed velocity. The calculated
value of this residual reaction time,. T
min , was 0.37 sec. This
value is shown graphically as the dashed straight line in Figure 2,
representing the asymptotic limit of the calculated hyperbolic re-
gression curve.
In order to compare these results wth those of Neiry (1965),
obtained in a similar way for Sore-aft horizontal accelerations,
his data has been re-fitted with a similar .least squares hyperbolic
regression curve which is drawn as the intermittent curved line in
..Ip_
Figure 2. This curve is defined by equation (1) with B = 0.023 g--sec,
(22.5 cm/sec = 0.74 ft/sec), and 
Tmin 0.76 sec. Thus the two sets
of data lie remarkably close to one another, despite the fact that
they were derived from different experiments using different sub-
jects, equipment and direct4ons of-linear acceleration. Both curves
.f
can be well fitted by-calculated hyperbolic regression lines, with
the common feature that the con Ant "threshold" linear velocity
term, B, has essentially the same value for the two curves. (For the
related expev iment of Longitudinal acceleration with the subject
supine, W ry's (1965) data can be matched by equation (1) with
B = 0.033 g-sec (32.8 cm/sec = 1.06 ft/sec) and T	 = 0.76 sec.)
min
The values of T 
min differ somewhat from the Meiry experiments
to the present one. Bat, as already indicated, this term probably
corresponds to the time required to move the lever after reaching
sensation threshold, and would not therefore . represent an integral
component of physiological response to the acceleration per se.
Presumably the difference in T
min between the two sets of data
could be accounted for by the different conditions of the experiments.
The similarity in the present results and those of Meiry was
unexpected in view of they specific difficulty described by Malcolm
and Malvill Jones (190) in tracking vertical accelerative motion
when seated greet. Clearly the above results show that this dif-
ficulty cannot be attributed to a specifically low sensitivity to
vertical acceleration along the body's long axis.
insert Table 1 about here
I
------------------------- 	 1
•	 An alternative explanation is suggested by the results given
in 'fable 1.	 Here the middle row shows that 	 as expected, the per-
centage of failures to detect the presence of an acceleration stim-
ulus decreased rapidly to zero as the magnitude of the acceleration
Y	 •
increased.	 However, in marked contrast to this, the percentage of
i
incorrect assessments of the direction of acceleration (bottom row)
remained essentially constant at about 30%, and was therefore in-
dependent of acceleration magnitude over the entire range of the
a
experiment.	 As discussed further below, 	 there was a specific dif--
ficulty in detecting the direction of vertical accelerations imposed
along the long axis of the body, which was independent of the stimulus
magnitude over the	 range investigated.
The statistical design of the present experiments also permits
investigation of effects upon response due to
a.	 practice during the trials j
b.	 up--going or down-going directions of
'r
acceleration, and
a
C.	 increasing and decreasing vibration
a
a
associated with the stimulus.
s
No statistically significant effects of any of these. influences were
evident in the results.
..
DISCUSSION
The original objective of these erperMents was to investigate
further N previously described difficulty in the subjective tracking
of whole body vertical accelerative movement parallel to the long
axis of the body. The results in-Table 1 show that a similar dif-
'	 d	 -	 H	 •Ificulty was encountere ^n the present experiments. 	 owevei , t e
important additional feature emerged that this difficulty was iden-
tified specifically as a consistent uncertainty in the direction of	 -,
imposed acceleration, rather than low sensitivity to vertical, accel-
eration. Thus Figure 2 reveals a remarkable similarity in the
threshold sensitivity curves obtained from these experiments and
those of Meiry (1965) conducted with fore-aft accelerations, sub-
jects upright, in the horizontal plane.
g
---	
-------------------	 !
insert figure 3 about: here
--------------------- _--
This similarity is highlighted by superposition of the two data
a
sets as shown in figure 3. Ilere thi ordinate gives response times
for detection of vertical and horizontal accelerations after sub-
traction of the respective minimum reaction times (T Min ). This
resulting response time (T -- T min ) is plotted against the inverse
of stimulus acceleration magnitude, so that a linear , (previously
hyperbolic, Figure 2) relation is obtained. Clearly there is no
significant distinction between the two data sets displayed in this
way (p < 0.05), the slopes of the two calculated regression lines
F "^ L
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hair cell orientation (Spoendlin, 1968) and neural response .(Fern-
.	 andez.et al, 1972) appears to be predominantly vertical and hori-
zontal respectively in these two end-organ components.) 	 The fact
'
that Young and Graybiel (unpublished) found 'that labyrinthine defec- I
tive	 sub4j efts had 8 t6 15 timeso.the".normal threshold for= detection
'	 of horizontal linear acceleration certainly implicates the vesti-
bular end-organ : as the predominant sensor at the low acceleration
amplitudes employed here..
Given the validity of this inference, the peculiar difficulty
of directional assesment associated with vertical movement suggests
that despite similar sensitivities, there are nevertheless signifi- I
f
cant differences in the neural mechanisms responsible for perception
of saccular and utricular sensory inputs. 	 In .their model for static
orientation sensation, Young and Ormsby (1976) assumed • a specific
.	 uncertainty in the processing of certain information from the b
saccules.	 However, at least in the cat, there appears to be no
Y
significant differences in the numbers and sensitivities of central
vestibular neurones excited respectively by up and down going ver-
tical accelerations (Melvill .Tones and Dannton, 1973). 	 If this
is also true in man, then presumably the difficulty in perceptual.
interpretation of the central message could be associated with a
difference in the "need to know" about the direction of acceleration
in horizontal and vertical directions, rather than objective limit-
ations in the neuronal information available to the brain.
Of central interest in this connection is the additional
'finding of these author's that lucre was also no significant dif-r
ference in numbers acid sensitivities of vestibular neural units
Ibeing'21.6 and 22.6 cm/sec for the vertical, and horizontal data
respectively.
The possibility arises that the subjects' apparent insensitivity
to direction could be due to their having responded simply to some
form of change of vibration. A number of features, however., sug-
Best this is an unlikely explanation. First, if the subjective
response to acceleration carried good directional information, then
since the sensory signal would presumably increase with increasing
acceleration magnitude, one might expect there would then be a cor-
responding reduction of the directional. uncertainty, which there
was not. Moreover, similarity between the present data and that of
Meiry (1965) over the whole range of experiment is . too close to
have been fortuitous as will be discussed below, and yet in marked
contrast to the present results, Meiry's subjects were able to
detect direction with a high degree of certainty.
As pointed out in the Results, an important conclusion derives
from the fact that the constant B in equations (1) and (2) has the
dimensions of linear velocity, and hence conceptually describes a
fixed velocity increment threshold for the subjective perception
i
of the accelerative movement. The Tact that this threshold value
proves to be statistically similar for both orientations of, movement
suggests similar sensitivities in vertically and horizontally res--
t
ponding sensory systems. In so fax' as these can be identified pri-
marily.with the vestibular and organs, the finding implies that
j	 similar sensitivities are obtained in the saccular and utricular
components of the otolith end-organs. ()?irection specificity of
•	 3
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responding to fore-aft horizontal and .
 up--down vertical accelerations
of equal magnitude. Furthermore, single central vestibular units
were found respondi.g in both orthogonal planes down to acceleration
magnitudes at least as low as 0.005 , g,- which supports the likelihood
that similar central -neural responses would have been available to
our human subjects in these experiments.
The conclusion that threshold conditions are determined by the
velocity attained rather than the acceleration amplitude over a cer-
tain acceleration range is closely akin to that associated with the
well knoTm "MUlder product" (van Egmond et al, 1949) for the semi-
circular canals. Thus, akin to these experiments, the product of
angular acceleration and time--to--detect proves to be constant
(1.5 •- 2.0o
 /sec) over a wide range of.suprathreshold step changes
of angular acceleration. Here again the implication is that thres-
hold sensation is associated with attainment of a fixed change in
angular velocity, rather than the magnitude of the imposed acceler-
ation. For the canals, this conclusion is well matched to the
integrating characteristics of endolymph hydrodynamics. However,
a mechanical analogy in the otolith organs, although suggested by
these results, is not currently available.
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FIGURE ACENDS
F	 '
1. Records of stimulus (]lead acceleration) and response (subjective
response) from a single test run. The initial acceleration (A) was
always 0.005 t g', either up or down. The plateau velocity (B) was
always 2 ft/sec either up or down.. In this example an upward
acceleration of 0.04 t g^ was imposed after 10 seconds of plateau
velocity, and correctly identified with a latency of 1.1 seconds.
2. Relations between response latency and stimulus acceleration
magnitude. The continuous curve shows the calculated regression
hyperbola for the present results (0 } S.F.) obtained during vertical
accelerations. The dashed curve gives the corresponding hyperbola
calculated from the data of Meiry (1965) obtained during tore-aft,
head erect, horizontal accelerations. T = total response latency,
A = step acceleration, 'T 	 = calculated hyperbolic asymptote for
min
the present results.
3. Comparison of response times to vertical (0) and horizontal (0)
accelerations, after subtraction of the calculated minimum reaction
times (Tmin in equations (1) and (2)). Mean response time in seconds
(ordinate) are plotted ngainst the inverse of the acceleration stir--
-1
ulus (g ) in order to illustrate the closeness of fit of these data
to the hyperbolic relation in equation (1). Continuous and inter-
mittent lines are calculated regression lines for the "vertical" and
"horizontal" data respectively.
J
p
TABLE' 1
r
Dependence of detectability of stimulus and directional assessment of acceleration upon stimulus
acceleration magnitude
STEP ACCELERATION
EAGNITUDE 'g' 0.003 0.007 0.009 0.011 0.015 0.020 0.040 0.060
% OF UNDETECTED
STIMULI 28 17 13 13 3 0 0 0
OF WRONG ASSESS-
MENTS OF DIRECTION 30 28 38 26 29 23 34 28
